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ACCEPT A N D DEFEN D THE
TBUTH W H EREV ER
FOUND

$f.SO the Y E A R
IN ADVANCE.

VOLUME FORTY-SIX.

COLLEGE VILLE, PA.. THURSDAY, JULY 22. 1920.
WHOLE NUMBER. 2348.
THE -H O M E P A P E R O F TH E MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROOS MONTGOMEBY COUNTY.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS OF THE

HERBERT NEWTON WANNER RAILROAD MEN WILL RECEIVE
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS IN LOS
HEALTH SCHOOL—PENNA.
MET DEATH IN RAILROAD
Saturday evening, July 31,
$600,000,000 MORE.
NEWS FROM TRAPPE.
ANGELES.
COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS.
STATE HEALTH DE
Members of Byron S. Fegely Post
ACCIDENT.
Comer Fifth avenue and Main 119, American Legion, are urged to
Chicago, July 20.—Six hundred mil
Four severe earthkuake shocks, F ri
Mr. and Mrs. John Shalkop and
The sad news has been received of
street.
PARTMENT.
Burglars entered the Womelsdorf
procure their medals at once, as the the death of ‘Herbert Newton Wan lion dollars was added to the pay en day, threw the city of Los Angeles,
family, of Sumneytown, spent Sun hosiery mill and stole 50 dozen pairs
velopes
of
the
nation’s
2,000,000
rail
Government
has
only
a
limited
num
California, into excitement, indirectly
There will be lots, doing then and
day with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Walt.
ner, the second son of Mr. R. N. Wan
of stockings.
QUESTIONS.
ber at present—just enough for the ner, of Collegeville. He left for the road workers to-day in the first award caused a number of' injuries to men,
there.
handed
down
by
the
United
States
More than 35,000 Reading workers
1.
What
is
the
first
food
that
Miss Kathryn Mitchell, of Phoenixapplications distributed. The Adju West seventeen years ago and settled
you
women and children, and slightly
Railway Labor Board.
should
buy
for
children?
representing
40 industries, are buying
ville,
is
visiting
Miss
Clara
Miller
for
The Collegeville Firemen will fur tant procured these at the Army Re m
the state of Washington. His
thrift stamps.
Rejecting the demands of the* or damaged several buildings, chiefly old
nish the reasons why.
2 Why should you give children some time.
cruiting office, 1323 Race street. He mother, who was Miss Annie Hunones,
but
none
to
a
great
extent.
ganized rail unions for increases to
plenty of vegetables?
was unable to get applications for
By the explosion of gas in a furnace
While the shocks seemed to centre
Make a note now of the time and navy men unless,he went to the navy sicker, died when he was still a young taling approximately $1,000,000,000,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heffelfinger at a Pottstown foundry Walter Mest
3. Why should children eat noth
lad. He entered into holy wedlock the Board decided approximately 60 in Los Angeles, some of them were ing between meals?
place
entertained the following guests on was badly burned in the face.
yard. If the navy members of Post with Miss Louise David, of the state
felt more than 30 miles away, but as
Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Frank De
119 will notify the Adjutant he will of Washington, September 22, 1915. per cent, of that sum would be a just in that city, no material damage was
And get there!
haven, Mr. and Mrs A a™
cows 8rrazmg under
THE MARKET BASKET.
increase to meet present living condi reported.
arrange to procure the medals. Ap
He was born _in Philadelphia Pa.’ tions.
Mr. and Mrs. William McLoughlin’ « f farm °f Cllaton Weller, near BoySpecial meeting of Fire Company plication forms to secure medals must
Exciteriient, in many cases hyster , , Everything's so high,” complained of Norristown and “
to £
^
k" ,ed by ligl,tain?'
The award adds approximately 21
this (Thursday) evening at 7 o’clock, be typewritten and can be taken by July 11, 1887, and was instantly kill
ical,
followed the -first shock, and had Mrs. Thompson, “and my four never Goodhoff, of Audubon. N. J
ed
in
a
railroad
accident
Sunday,
July
c, l wo cows of Richard Boltz, of
per cent, to the present pay schedules.
sharp. All members are urged to be the Adjutant with your discharge to
seem
to
get
enough.
They’re
as
skin
,,
, „
’
Shoemakersville, were killed on the
4, having reached the age- of 32 years Railroad officials have declared that hardly been calmed when, at 1.27 in
present.
the Recruiting office, or it can be 11 months and 23 days.
Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin and | Pennsylvania ailroad.
the afternoon, came the second, fol ny as rails, too—well Ed’s fat enough
any
pay
increase
awarded
the
men
Mr. and Mrs. John Freed and Mr. properly filled out and sworn to by a
Mr. Wanenr lives in- the memory of must be followed by a corresponding lowed two minutes later by the third but Mr. Thompson says he hasn’t son Ralph visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil
While cleaning a revolver at Easton
and Mrs. Leroy Wanner are spending notary public. When form is not mail his many friends as a man in the increase in rates, and they plan, it is and then a fourth at 6.13. The two in muscle and he’s sick half the time.” son Brunner on Sunday.
Daniel
Alonzo accidentally shot him
ed or taken by the Adjutant the man truest and best sense of the word. He
the afternoon were sharper than that Mrs. Harris’-bright eyes traveled to
a week at Wheeling, West Virginia.
On Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Walter self thru the right hand.
receiving medal must appear in per was a kind ,and faithful husband, said, to file new tariffs with the In of the morning, and the agitation of her neighbor’s market basket.
terstate Commerce Commission as
Rev. Joseph Butler- spent the week son with his discharge. The Post also
“Maybe the children aren’t getting Stearly and son Donald, Mr. and Mrs.
the citizens became prolonged!. It
end in Catasauqua with Rev. and Mrs. his applications in blank for medals most charitable and a friend ever soon as they can be prepared.
COX IN HARMONY WITH
the
right kind of food,’' she suggested Harry Stearly and Master Henry
was
some
time
afterward
before
it
ready to assist with cheerful word or
Lieby.
The Board’s decision is retroactive
Shuler
motored
to
Downingtown,
as
they
left
the
market.
due those entitled to receive them on deed. He was a member of Saint
PRESIDENT WILSON.
was a case of “business as usual.”
“I always buy the best there is,’ where they visited Mrs. Ida Martin.
Mrs. Pauline Shepard and sister, account of deceased soldiers. For Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran church to May 1. As the maximum increase
Public
places
were
scenes
of
near
|
Washington, July 19.—All of the
Mrs. Clara Smlck, arid husband mo further information call on or address of Leavenworth, Washington, from granted any class was 15 cents an panic, some people running for the returned Mrs.Thompson in slightly in
Rev. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely and Pokiscal power and influence the Wilhour, or $30.60 a month, thp biggest’
jured
tones.
But
Mrs.
Harris
was
de
tored to Willow Grove and Chestnut William C. McAllister, Adjutant.
which church his funeral was held back pay check due when the settle open air, some fainting, some stop termined to get a square deal for the family entertained Mr. Ernest Fink, son administration can muster is to
Hill on Friday.
pray. ----Many
gathered at
Tuesday, July 6. He was held with ment is made, August 1, will be i ping to ¿SSeMi
* UlSgHPI
hungry little Thompsons, if she could. of Philadelphia, and Sister Louise I be thrown behind Governor James M.
PROGRESSIVE “509” PARTY,
such high regard in the community $91.80. The Board provides that the *5^* mtersections waiting to see
Mrs. Charles Urban, of Philadel
“Well,” she continued, “I’ve found Altwater and Sister Laura Bitting, “°x> of Ohio, Democratic nominee for
phia, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
, Q ulte£ T nber’ that children have to have certain Lutheran deaconesses at the Mary J. President, it is gtatod in White House
A progressive “500” party under that the church was crowded to the back pay checks shall be made* ™ t
Carl Bechtel.
n
j th yL,must be on their way. kinds of food or they don’t thrive Drexel Home, Philadelphia, on Sun- circles to-day. Just as soon-as Cox
the auspices of the Civic Club will be doors and many people could not gain separately, so that each man will
entrance. The floral tributes to the know the amount he receives C m S S W t e r * midd,C
daydelivers his speech of acceptance—
Streets There’s milk”—
Mr. H. H. Pugh, of Rutledge, Pa., given in the High School auditorium, memory of the deceased were profuse that
source
receives irom with watchful eyes on the the
buildings.
“Eighteen cents a quart for some
spent Saturday with his son Charles, Collegeville, on Thursday evening, and beautiful.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Johnson and S S le n t Wilson ^
10~
Whether the spectre of a
thing to drink!”
family entertained friends from OakITi ?n and those Promiwho is staying with Miss M. C. Baals. July 22, at 7.45 o’clock. It is hoped
He
leaves
to
mourn
his
early
and
mont
on
Sunday.
nently
identified
with
his
administrathe community will lend its support
^
** 8 “But it’s the most important food in
Mr. and Mrs. Gilpin, of Philadel inasmuch as the Club expects to make tragic death a wife, his father, one S ^ f i o S n ^ 6 h8S been laW bH S u a r y !
n ^ ■
. °n> w fi begin to take an active part
the world for children. It has more
phia, spent several days with Mr. and a contribution to the Fire Company brother, Mr.. A. I. Wanner of Tulsa, mained undecided t o - f ^ " 01*6386
Jarred from brick walls of the different kinds of things that n/r fiS E,atUrday evenihg Mrs. H. A. ln a concerted drive to roll up votes
Mrs. Jonas Fisher.
Mathieu delightfully entertained a f°r the Democratic candidate it
from the proceeds of the party. Okla,, and two sisters—Mrs. Charles
Brotherhood officials, after all-day S r i
of r t f 1
*£**** &P' they need than any other food. A number
of her friends at cards. She added.
° f- h ^
, struc~ quart of milk has the same food
Mr. Crowe, of Philadelphia, spent Tickets, including refreshments, are E. Longacre of this county, and Mrs. conferences, made no attempt to conPbis is to be the sequel of the unElmer D. S. Boyer, wife of Rev. D. ceal their disappointement that thev C
’ 8 ater, ? m was, broken> a value as a pound of meat or nine also entertained Mr. John Ganz and
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. fifty cents.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Percy
Mathieu,
of
Philderstanding
reached between the
S.
Boyer,
of
Danville,
Pa.
did not get all the billion-doflar im S T
“ “l
/
e\ Part of eggs, and think of the cost of those!”
Louis Schatz.
adelphia, over the week end.
Presisdent and Cox, by which the
‘The blow on his relatives and friends crease they asked. The belief grew [ f L . embankment collapsed, throwing
“Mine
don’t
care
for
it.
They
like
, Bather Rescued.
Mrs. Thomas Hallman spent Thurs
in the East, some of whom have not however, in the absence of any t S ¡ r f l X L S L b” c.k , lnto .the street- and tea and coffee better."
Come to the festival Saturday evennominee is to carry the
day at Willow Grove.
;e S ? md°ws ln some o f the
Charles J. Hughes, Jr., pf Cpllege- seen him since he went away seven an immediate strike th at the union ^
ing, July 24, to be held under the aus- qL f^ L “ _Nat,10ns issu? into every
‘‘And
(t's
so
bad
for
them!
Why
official« would submit fi
. . . award,
__ ¡U S II broken
downtown departm ent stores were
Master Carl Kuhnt spent the week ville, rescued a bather from drowning teen years ago, was especially heavy officials
the
don't you try coloring their milk with pices of Augustus Luther League on State in accordance with the Presi
dent’s view and wishes, it was ex
end in Wildwood, N. J.
in the Perkiomen, near the College because of their inability to attend his probably without recommendation, to
While the oYe;temo„+
* -f a little cocoa ? And, of course, you the church lawn. There will be many plained.
funeral
and
look
on
his
face
again;
a
referendum
of
the
men.
A
decision
n
•
u
l
th
exi
c
’L
t
ement
was
at
its
good
things
on
sale.
can give it to them in soups and pud
Mrs. Charles Kuhnt spent Thursday ville Mills, Sunday afternoon. The It is expected that a memorial serv
f o , ,
m
i Tbe statements issued by the two
young person had gotten into deep
dings and on cereals and toast. Each
&
^
pom ™
p—
in Philadelphia.
About 3 o clock Tuesday morning men after their Sunday conference at
water and was unable to reach shore ice will be held in hjs honor sometime
of mine gets a least a pint a day in Undertaker F. W. Shalkop’s Ford the White House, to the effect that
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Graber, of without assistance. A danger sign next month,
some form."
coupe was stolen from E. Beckman’s they had found themselves in cornNorristown, spent Sunday with Mr. should be hoisted at the old boat
“What else do you give them?” garage. The thieves gained entrance plete accord, did not surprise official
and Mrs. Ralph Graber.
landing, near the mill race, to warn FEES, NOT SALARIES, FOR DIS
Mrs! Thompson was getting inter by forcing a window,
Washington. The knowledge that the
ested.
Mrs. Warren Nickel and daughter, strangers of the risks taken at that
TRICT-ATTORNEY’S (OFFICE.
“Well, I make a point of having . There will be no preaching service White House had been in almost con
of Souderton, spent Wednesday with point by bathers who' are not expert
communication with the Ohio
the $600,000,000 addition to their
t>~ i*
.-i
, , _
swimmers.
Such precaution might
a green vegetable every day.” Mrs. in the United Evangelical church on stant
Mrs. Huttel.
Last
week
Freas
Styer,
attorney
to
wao*e
bndo’
Pf
»
1
™*
+iL
V
.
Perhaps
the
greatest
clamors
came
Governor
prior to his visit to Wash
Sunday,
July
25,
as
camp
meeting
is
save lives.
Thompson’s basket contained nothing
the Commissioners of Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Clamer spent
now in session at Perkasie Pam. C. ington and that the President and
green.
county, and J. Ambler Williams, at
the man who aspires to suceed him,
several days in Atlantic City.
E. on Saturday evening at 7.45.
“Spinach?”
Freedom Party.
torney for Controller Smedley, jointly
had found themselves in ^agreement
Mr. Russel Hurgeshimer, of. Phila
Spinqch js fine. All the leafy veg
before they met—prepared official
Mr. Bennung gave a delightful free decided that District-Attorney Ren
GIRLS
HELP
SAVE
CROPS.
delphia, spent the week end with Mr.
etables
are—
-spinach,
chard,
cabbage,
ninger and his assistants, A. H. Hen
Washington for the statement.
d% thV , all‘ bxcited at the firsts of the two in the beet, greens, lettuce. But all green
and Mrs. William Rankin, on Fifth dom party at the Collegeville hotel, dricks, J. B. Holland and George C raads haH t h T f i P
While many Chester county farm
Governor Cox left Washington afSaturday
evening,
in
honor
pf
Miss
avenue.
bars of their cells and screamed to be vegetables have minerals; which are ers are struggling desperately in thgir I ter bis conference with President WilHelen Ullman. Among those present Comson will not receive $5000, $3000,
good
for
the
blood
and
help
make
Mr. and Mrs. Ottinger and son were Mr. Stanley Hunsicker, of Col $2400 and $1200, unless the fees of
,efforts to get their crops stored away son and with potential factors in the
habo; Bo-ard’ s *
d0W” SFdeC!SF?n Wh6n to quiet them when the third tramof good teeth and -bones. Onions boiled and complaining bitterly about the Wilson administration like Secretary
Claude spent Sunday at Crystal Cave, legeville; Mr. Harold Long, of Phila the office annually aggregate the total F
near Kutztown.
State Bainbridge Colby and Senam°re- hour.
came- The r e l i a n t uproar lasted an are splendid and are usually rather shortage of farm help, these condidelphia; Mrs. Ullman, Misses Helen of the sums stated. In other words than 400 railroads involved,the
announcheap. Besides there are beets car tions are not apparently bothering l"or C arter, Glass, of Virgiriia, with
the
District-Attorney
and
.his
assist
ced that the roads would need an in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCarraher and Edna Ullman, David Ullman and
rots and string beans. Celery and as Mrs. F. F. Hoffman, whose farm at definite assurances that he would reants *hust depend upon fees and not crease of 18 per cent, in freight rates , .
and son Gerald spent the week end Mr. Bennung and family,
RPAT
paragus are all right, but they con Sadsburyville, is one of the largest ceive the. fullest support that a« the
upon
salaries.
Nothwitstanding
the
to meet thé wage bost. The InterREAL ESTATE SALES,
in Philadelphia.
tain less nourishment than the others and finest in Chester county.
far-reaching federal machinery could
joint decision of the attorneys the
state
Commerce
Commission
will
be
Messrs,
Reese
&
Linderman,
real
and
are usually expensive anyway.”
Fortunate Fisherman,
Miss Mary Kulp, of Trappe, spent
With upwards of 300 acres under £ive bimCommissioners affixed tljeir signa
asked to spread the increase over both estate brokers of Norristown sold the
“What about potatoes?”
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Nel
cultivation, which means that the harH was permitted to become known
Attorney Thos, Hallman, of Col tures to vouchers authorizing the pay
“Children ought to have them. They vest is about three times as large as at the White House that the President
William Unger farm of 47 acres, near
son Godshall. Mr. Earl Smith, of legeville, was on a fishing trip last ment of salaries (monthly) to Mr. f r ™ » nd pas6nger rates.
The
$600,000,000
award
represents
Schwenksville,
to
William
Cahill,
of
are a starchy food, like bread and ce that on the ordinary farm, the storing was extremely pleased ;with the DemYerkes, spent Sunday at the same week to Greenwich Pier, down Dela Renninger and his assistants. Con
a 21 per-cent, increase in the pay of Ironbridge, a t, public auction; the reals, and even hotter for children
place.
ware Bay, and landed two of the big trolleji gmedley is considering the the railroad men. For the first time Urias Bean farm of 29 acres, near than bread. I bake thern in order to away of the crops there is now mov- ecratic nominee, both personally and
Mrs. Fry, of Muncy, Pa., has re gest fish caught‘this season. They matter of indorsing the vouchers for m the history the roads1 payrolls this Evansburg, Skippack township to save their mineral. I have a cooked ing along as smoothly as clock work, because of his expressed willingness
turned to her home after spending the were of the black drum species and payment. Meanwhile, the District year will pass the three-billiin-dollar Clyde Waldo, of Wisconsin; the Geo. cereal every morning, too—a package with practically no larger force of 'to take up the President’s fight for the
week with her sister, Mrs. J. L. Bech weighed 35 pounds and 22 pounds re Attorney is contemplating mandamus mark. Mr. Whiter estimated the 1920 Kriebel farm if 43 acres at Heebner’s of oat meal costs less and has about workers than is normally employed. entfy of the United States into the
spectively. This isn’t a “fish story” against the controller. Sometime ago payrolls at $3,344,000,000, more than Corner, near West Point, to Hertkorn eight times as much nourishment as This result is made possible to a large League of Nations.
tel.
extent by Mrs. Hoffman’s two young
Judge Bechtel, of Schuylkill county
as
some of our localités can testify.
$1>468,576,394 paid in 1916. Brothers, of Delaware county. Mr. the same sized package of dry cereal est daughters, Marion and Katherine,
Miss Marguerite Detwiler has re
decided that the office of District-At
The board's award was made retro- Kriebel lived on this farm for 33 besides having iron in it.” (Mra who thru aptitude and training, are FIRES CAUSED BY LIGHTNING.
turned to Norristown after spending
torney is a fee office and not a salary
Baseball.
Harrisburg, Pa., July 21.—Light
active
to “May 1, with provision that years; the productive 86 acre farm of
the past two weeks w ith’Mrs. Thos.
office and that therefore remuneration back pay for three months falls due Mrs. Kate Cassel, near Center Point, Thompson looked guiltily at her two able to perform work which would ning lias started 3,786 fires in this
packages
of
ready
to
eat
cereal).
Hallman.
The Byron S. Fegely Post 119 base must be paid out of the fees earned
otherwise require two experienced
August 1, when $160,000,000 is to be Worcester township, to Spahn BrothState, with losses ampunting to
“Don't you give them any m eat?” men.
Mrs. Seiverling and daughter are ball team wiped out an old score on
$1,810,557, according to figures for a
distributed
in
addition
to
the
regular
ers,
of
Willow
Grove;
the
Benj.
W.
“Yes, a little. Either meat or fish
Saturday
by
defeating
the
Capt.
Har
The
girls
are
not
doing
the
work
spending some time in Lancaster.
MAD BULB SHOT.
pay. Yard service engineers, firemen Kober farm of 10 acres hear Skip- or eggs—they are all growth foods, that could be accomplished by men, two-year period, issued to-day by
ris D. Buckwalter Post 164 of RoyMajor, C. M. Wilhelm, chief of the Bu
and helpers, who received an hourly pack, to George K. Beaver, of Phila- like milk. Meat wouldn’t be neces
Mrs. Morrow, Mr. and Mrs. Louis ersford on their grounds. Score: 4 to
A big red bull Wes shot in the mcrease if 18 cents, will get the big-1 delphia; the M. H. Reinhard farm of sary if they drank more milk, and it but they are doing necessary work reau of Fire Protection, of the Penn
Puig and Master Daniel Anders spent 2. The addition of two American
that
releases
two
men
for
other
work
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Wil Legion men from the O, of I. A. team water works park, Norristown, Tues gest back pay checks, their three 10 acres, near Harleysville, with per would be cheaper to get the milk for and are practically saving their sylvania Department of State Police.
day morning by Dr. J, R. Care, who months’ awqrd totaling $110 .16 .
There were only 20 losses on build
liam Graham.
sonal property, to Mr. Slaine, of Phil them, but we have meat on the table
strengthened the Post line-up. Fol has a reputation as g big game hunter,
In its decision the board followed adelphia; the A. M. Lewis farm of 33 and the children like it, so I give them mother the cost of two experienced ings which were equipped with light
lowing
was
the
all
Post
line-up.
H.
harvest hands if they could be ob
Mrs. Alice Crauthamel and Mrs. D.
The bull belonged -to the Merchants1 the briad general policy laid down by
ning rods. The damage from those
G. Fetterolf, of Lansdale, spent Sat Gottshall, 2nd base; W. Roshong, 3rd Meat Company at Marshall and the Lane commission, appointed in acres with stock, crops and tools, near some. I don’t let them have fried tained.
meat
or
sausage
or
pork—they’re
too
Morwood,
tri
Joseph
Trucksess,
of
Marion, the elder of the two girls, fires was less than $50,000.
urday with Mr. and Mrs. Nelson base; H. Mathieu, center field; P. Markley streets, and escaped when it 1918, that the man who received the
As this is the season of thunder
Mathieu, 1st base; R, Longacre, short was being unloaded with a drove of least should get the most. On a per Philadelphia; the Russell Cook farm indigestible.”
will enter the Coatesville High School
Godshall.
storms,
the Bureau has issued a warn
“Children
always
want
sweet
things
near
Spring
City,
to
H.
E,
Habsteine,
stop; W. Wetzel, right field; L. Poley, cattle from a car at Chain and Lafa centage basis the .biggest increases
this year. Her sister is several years
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish and catcher; H. Howells, pitcher.
ing that lightning rods should be ex
and I suppose that’s bad for them.”
of Philadelphia.
younger.
In
spite
of
her
tender
age
yette streets. The bull ran out Chain went to the unskilled and semi-skilled
family spent several days in Atlantic
“Oh, no, a little does no harm if Marion operates a 15-horse tractor amined a t once to correct defects.
Total considerations, $47,000,
Posters will be posted on Thursday street to Main, followed by a number labor, while the conductors, engineers
City.
Messrs. Reese & Linderman will of given at the end of a meal. I make like a veteran and enjoys it. With Major Wilhelm recommended that
of each week, announcing Saturday of men and boys, On reaching the and shop crafts, the so-called “ariscorrosion be removed from the rods
fer the attractive and improved home custards and rice puddings for them,
Charles Umstead, of Schwenks- games.
business section of Main street John tocrarcy of the road,’’ received smaller of Milton B. Shrack, on Main street, or we' have stewed or fresh fruit or a this gasoline monster hooked to the where they enter the ground, arid that
ville, spent the week end with Master
tongue of the wagon equipped with a
C. Metzger became alarmed and tele percentages.
Trappe, at public auction on Saturday- few pieces of candy for dessert. Ice hay loadfer, she and. her two elder the cables be deep enough in the
Harry Umstead.
St. Jamies’ Picnic.
phoned to the police7station for a po
The one notable exception to this August 14.
cream is all right? and, of course, a brothers are able to put on a load ground to ! insure ' reaching damp
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Light and
earth.
On Saturday, July 24, St. James’ lice officer to shoot the bull. In the general rule was the yard service
They will offer the well known and treat. I don’t have pies or rich cake
son, of Boston, Mass., are spending Episcopal church will hold its parish meantime someone notified Dr, Care men, whose 18 cents an hous increase productive 88 acre farm for the Daniel And I don’t let them eat sweet things, of hay in record time. It is Kather
Major Wilhelm’s statement showed
ine, the younger sister, who-makes
some time with Mr. and Mrs. Frank picnic at the Church grove, Evans- and he, armed himself with his trusty topped all others.
Landis estate, near Graterford, at or anything else, between meals. It all this work possible, however. Kath that every summer heavy fire losses
Gristock.
burg. All members and friends of the Winchester rifle and made a hurried
public auction, on Saturday, Au spoils their appetite for wholesome erine’s job is to run the side delivery occur in the rural districts from light
trip in his auto in search of the bull.
food at the table.
Miss Lulu Sacks, a clerk of Col church are cordially invited to attend. The latter had reached the water ASSOCIATION FORMED TO WORK gust 21.
rake, which gathers the hay up into ning strokes. He endorsed the ef
fectiveness of 'lightning rods and urg
They
will
also
offer
the
improved
“Maybe
that’s
why
my
children
are
legeville National Bank, spent part of Prizes will be awarded to successful works park and was tearing up the
windrows
for the ldader.
FOR BETTER ROADS.
ed their installation.
contestants in the games and races.
10 acre farm for Mary Ann Davis, on never hungry when they sit down at
her vacation in Atlantic City.
If it rains the picnic will be held in sod in his mad efforts to destroy
There was a well attended meeting Germantown Pike, Evansburg,
the table. But don’t you ever give
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rankin are the parish house. Dinner at noon. everything that came in his way. Dr. of residents of Upper Providence Saturday, August 28.
them an apple or an orange or a ba FATAL ACCIDENTS IN STATE.
LEAGUE ISSUE IN STATES.
being congratulated upon the birth of Ice cream and cake in the afternoon.- Care’s first shot was made at a dis township at Mont Clare Fire Hall,
Harrisburg, Pa., July 21.—Mont
Full details of these sales will ap nana?”
New York, July 19.—Foreign af
tance of about one hundred yards. Friday evening, to organize an Asso pear in the Independent in due time.
a son, William Pennock. They are
“Yes indeed, at meals. The baby gomery county industrial workers fairs, including the League of Na
-The bullet struck the bull below the ciation for the purpose of obtaining
spending the summer with Mr. and
has his fruit juice or stewed apples suffered two fatal accidents during tions and proposed new Oriental ex
Pennsylvania League of Women
shoulder, making one of his legs use better roads thruout the township,
Mrs. William itankin, on 5th avenue.
or prune pulp. The others have all June, according to a statement issued clusion treaties, will be’vital issues in
Citizens.
less. Frothing at the mouth and bel and particularly to have the State
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE.
kinds of cooked fruit, and oranges and to-day by Dr. Clifford B. Connelley, 14 or 15 States where contests are
Mrs. Pennepacker moved from Main
lowing
as
hard
as
he
could
the
bull
Highway betweefi Collegeville and
The Pennsylvania League of Wo
street to Second avenue with Mrs.
On Sunday William H. Moser, pro apples and peaches when they’re ripe Commissioner of the Pennsylvania expected to develop in the election of
men Citizens is being organized in made a'dash at the physician, When he Mont Clare rebuilt in some permanent prietor of the feed house and coal I’m careful to see that they have some Department of Labor and Industry, United States Senators, Senator Miles
Buckwalter.
sent a well directed shot into the bull’s form. William Durham was elected
yard, and station agent a t Sanatoga, fruit every day. I don’t give them In May, also two fatal accidents were A. Poindexter announced here to-day
Mrs. Wm. Allen entertained the this county. On Friday evening, July head, killing him instantly.
chairman of the Association; George was tendered a surprise in honor of bananas, though, unless they’re very reported in that county.
23,
at
8
o’clock,
Mrs.
A.
C.
Martin*
at the Republican National Committee
Sewing Circle, Tuesday afternoon.
J. Hallman, treasurer, and R. V. H. his 58th birthday. Thru the adoit- ripe,” noticing Mrs. Thompson’s
Thruout the State, 242 fatalities oc headquarters, where he is chairman
the organizing secretary, will talk to
Gilbert, secretary.
Committees on ness of his good wife and daughters, bunch of pale yellow ones. “The curred to workers in June. One hun of the Senatorial subcommittee in di
Mr. and Mrsv Nevin K. Renninger the women of Collegeville and com
BABE FOUND IN BUSHES.
■finance and publicity were appointed. who arranged the affair, Mr. Moser brown skinned ones (are more digest dred were sustained by persons em rect charge of the campaign,to elect
spent Sunday in Schwenksville.
munity, at the home of Mrs. William
Tuesday morning a three-weeks-old
ployed in industrial plants, 89 by Republican Senators in doubtful
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Renninger and G. Miller. All women are urged to baby boy was found lying in bushes It was decided to prepare and circu was much surprised by the assem ible and cheaper, too.”
late petitions requesting the State blage of so many of his relatives, the
hear
this
talk.
"Your children do look so healthy, miners and 53 by public service work States.
daughter Mabel spent Sunday in Sasalong the Schuylkill canal at Port Highway Department to rebuild the
and I don’t believe it costs a bit ers.
samansville.
“The Senate is particularly import
Providence.. The little child had ap state Highway afore mentioned. Ef real significance of whose presence he more.
There has been a general increase ant in this campaign,” Senator Poin
ACCIDENTS.
only
fully
appreciated
when
all
had
parently
been
lying
in
the
bushes
for
Mrs. A, C. Martin, of Wayne, Pa.,
fort is being made to have representa
“It doesn’t, if you buy carefully. I during the last three months in the dexter said, “because a number of
On Monday one of a group of Boy at least twenty-four hours, as its tives of the State Highway Depart arrived at his attractive home. Thru
Will meet the women of Collegeville
don’t buy fancy package goods. I buy fatality lists of the three branches leading issues are matters in the spec
out,
the
anniversary
was
a
most
de
Scouts
of
Norristown,
while
enroute
clothing were mildewed by the moist ment at the next meeting of the As
and vicinity at the home of Mrs. Wil
lightful one. It was a happy family in bulk whenever I can, and I make of industry. Commissioner Connel- ial jurisdiction of the Senate. That is
liam C. Miller on Friday evening, July to Krekstejn’s farm, Lower Provi ure. The child was clothed and with sociation and all residents interested
reunion from every point of view and sure of the things that are necessary.” ley’s report showed that 15 more per particularly true of the great ques
28, at 8 o’clock, to speak on the Penna. dence, fell from a cherry tree and the exception -of a missing sock all its are urged to be present. The meeting I will long be remembered by those who
“It’s hard to make children eat sons were killed in public service tion of our foreign relations—the
fractured
his
arm
at
the
wrist.
Dr.
clothing was intact. The baby was will be held in the Mennonite meeting
League of Women Citizens, which is
work, 15 more in industrial plants and League of Nations and the effort of
what’s good for them.”
shared
the
generous
hospitality
and
found by Mr. and Mrs., D. Cameron, house, Due notice will be given of
being organized in this county. All Anders reduced the fracture.
one
more in mines, during June, as the Democratic party to establish an
“Yes,
but
they’re
hungrier
at
meal
the many good things which charac
the women of the community are urg
Mrs, A. D. Stewart, of Fairview of Port Providence, who went down the date and'hour. The objecu of the terized the birthday celebration.
time if they are out of doors a lot, against the record for May.
international government as the final
ed to attend.
According to the State-wide figures coup and consummation of the policy
Village, was thrown from the rear of the canal in a canoe. They heard the new Association is.most praiseworthy
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. and have nothing to fill up on between
cries
of
an
infant
and
found
the
child.
and should and no doubt will receive Elwood S. Moser, of Collegeville; C. meals. Maybe you could get them compiled by the Bureau of Workmen’s
a market wagon, Thursday, when the
of internationalism, to which the
horse attached to the vehicle made a The baby was taken to the home of the hearty support of all citizens in F. Fryer, Mrs. F. L. Moser and son, interested, too, in watching their Compensation, there weçe 31 more fa Democratic party has devoted itself,
Musieale.
Squire
Brower,
of
Upper
Providence.
talities
in
June
than
during
the
pre
terested
in
road
improvement.
And
plunge and fractured both bones
weight go up.”
and which is now indorsed both in the
On Thursday evening, July 29, in of her forearm. Dr. Anders gave the The babe when seen by a physician Who are the residents who are not in of Spring City; Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
“I’m going to try,’’- said Mrs. vious month, when 211 persons were Democratic platform and by the
W.
Anders,
Paul
Anders,
Miss
EleanBomberger Hall, the students at case surgical attention. ~ was in good shape with the exception terested in better roads?
Dubblebauer, of Worcester; Mr. and Thompson, as they reached her front reported killed. The April records in agreement of Governor Cox with the
tending the class in musical history
of a congestion of a lung due to ex
door. I may be over for another les dicated 177 workers killed in acci policies of President Wilson.
and appreciation under Miss Marion
posure. The child will be kept for MORE FEMALES THAN MALES Mrs. William Walton, and son Ever son.”
dents.
Kicked by a Horse.
ett, Misses Grace, Mabel and Ruth
“On the Pacific coast there is a
Spangler at the Ursinus Summer
the present at the Brower home.
The county records charged Alle vital economic issue as to Japanese
“Any time,” laughed her friend.
Walton,
and
William
Walton,
Jr.,
of
IN
NORRISTOWN.
Edward Rader, a young man resid
School will give a public resume of
gheny
county
with
the
largest
num
“Mr. Harris says that I’ll get every
Census figures show th at there are Blue Bell; Mr. and Mrs. James G'. body down on me if I don’t stop tell ber of fatal industrial accidents in immigration. It is a struggle for
the course of the past six weeks. In ing along the Skippack in Skippack
EIGHT CAUGHT IN GAS
Fulton
and
daughter,
of
Pottstown;
possession of the land and for the su
16,954
females
and
15,365
males
in
township,
narrowly
escaped
death
on
strumental and vocal solos and duets
ing them what they ought to eat. But June. Thirty-nine were reported, an
Norristown. T he. population of the Mrs. Guilbert, of Pottstown; Mr. and we’ve been So much better and hap increase of 12 over May. Philadel premacy of the white race on the Pa
EXPLOSION.
will offer an interesting program to Saturday when a kick from a horse
Mrs. John G. Dennis and daughter
cific. It can only be dealt with by
which the public is cordially invited caused a gash of three-and-a-half
pier ourselves since'we had a sensible phia county was second, with 23 and
Pittsburgh, July 19.—In an explo big borough that figures as the cap
free of charge.
inches in his forehead. He was en sion of gas in a coal mine at Renton, ital of Montgomery county has in Athalia, of Roxborough; Arthur I. diet that I want everybody to try it.” Luzerne county third, with 20 fatal way of a treaty of which the Senate
is final judge. The Republican Sen
gaged-at work in a horse stable when near here, early this morning, eight creased since 1910 from 27,875 to Schell,, of Pottstown; Mr^ and Mrs.
ities.
William H. Moser and Misses Kath
ate stands for control of this question
32,319.
the
injury
was
inflicted.
Dr.
J.
S.
men were shocked by electricity and it
Bergey Family Reunion.
arine, Viola and Lillian Moser,—
by the American Government. The
Fines of $50 and $25 were imposed
Miller gave the case surgical atten it believed that all are dead. A spark
Numerous Bridgeport railroaders,
Thieves entered the home of Thos. Pottstown Ledger,
in Police Court in Allentown upon who went on strike, have taken jobs in Democratic Administration sought to
.T h e nineteenth annual reunion of tion. Five stitches were required in was supposed to have exploded gas
Strawn, Qugkertown, and stole two
several farmers charged with sending steel mills, or elsewhere, and will not submit it to a foreign tribunal, the
the Bgrgey Family Association will closing the gaping wound.
that had accumulated over Sunday. rings, valued at $500, $75 in cash, and
council of the League of Nations.”
watered milk into the city.
be held at Menlo Park, Perkasie, Pa.,
Paul
Thomas,
16
years
old,
of
East
return to railroading.
The cage was blown out by the blast.
Senator Poindexter said that seven
articles, but overlooked $120 in Greenville, died in a hospital from
Saturday, July 3 i, 1920. The Asso
A copperhead snake, 40 inches long, Rescuers have been endeavoring to I other
Because
of
thescarcity
of
male
help,
a wallet in a pair of trousers. At- punctured intestines as a result of
• A mean thief entered Saints Cyriliu or eight of the States in which there
ciation was organized at Menlo Park, was killed in a coal bin at the Sine
reach the men but none had been lo- tempts were made to enter several falling against an iron bar at a Boy- hundreds of women and children, on and Methodius Church, Bethlehem, I would be contests for Senator are on
August 25, 1900.
coal yards, Perkasie,
Lehigh county farms are helping to prying open two metel poor boxes, the Pacific slope and are vitally interc&t6a early this afternoon.
I other homes*
ertown factory.
harvest the hay and grain crops.
took $8.
I ested in the anti-alien problem.
AMERICAN LEGION.
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CUTTING THIRD SET OF TEETH
Memphis (Tenn.) Man, at 84, Is Also
Renewing His Youth and Vigor
In Other Ways.

The adage that there Is nothing new
under the sun has been disproved by
N. D. Starr, who has cut a third set
CO LLEG EVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
of teeth- at the age of eighty-four,
when usually the only new molars,
bicuspids, etc., that can be-achieved
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
are those purchased from a dentist,
says the Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Mr. Starr, who is In the employ of
the Memphis Artesian Water company,
Thursday, July 22, 1320.
recently found himself-in need of a set
of these artificial substitutes for the
teeth provided by nature. But when
he visited his dentist the price was too
RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
high and he decided to go toothless.
Some time ago a committee of clergymen waited upon the However, through one' of the unac
School Directors of Norristown and requested that a half school day, countable happenings whicH some
times upsets all rules, Mr. Starr dis
each week, be devoted to the religious instruction of pupils. At the covered that he was cutting 12 new
last meeting of the Directors the following communication from teeth. They are almost through now,
although they are not very useful yet,
their solicitor, J. Ambler Williams, was presented:
owing to the fact that his gums are
“ In response to the request contained in your letter of July 8 , sore in a fashion familiar to all moth
ers of teething infants or to boys and
1920 relative to the request contained in the petition of certain girls
whose second teeth are replacing
pastors of churches of, Norristown, would say that, in my opinion, their baby teeth, and even the older
you do not have authority to grant the request, as made.
boys and girls who proudly announce:
cutting a wisdom tooth.”
“ Furthermore, even if the request were made in such form that “I’m
Dentists doubtless will contend
there would'be no legal question to the granting of it, such action that such a thing cannot happen. But
on your part would be most unwise, for the reason that, even if it Mr. Starr knows that he now has teeth
did not violate the letter of the law, at least, it would offend against where no teeth were before. More
the spirit of the federal and state constitutions, the principle Of en over, he says his eyesight is better
it was several years ago. and
tire and distinct separation, of church and state and other principles than
that so far from .his vigor being Im
upon which the public school system has been founded and the very paired by advancing years he feels
stronger and more youthful than hegenius of American institutions.”
Mr. Williams states the case exactly; no circumlocution, no ifs did when be was seventy.

and huts. He deserves the hearty approbation of every American
patriot. His statement of law and principles, of vital relation and
import to our public schools, is fundamentally sound, and should re
ceive wide publication because of much popular haziness of thinking,
and of public indifference to the fastening of illegitimate undertak
ings, schemes, and fads, upon our public school system. The re
quest of the Norristown clergymen was no doubt based upon sincere
religious convictions. But it is not to be assumed that sincerity of
religious feeling constitutes any argument whatsoever in support of
the request made by the clergymen. Religion in so far as the term
directly or indirectly relates to what mankind believes respecting the
supernatural (or that which is beyond Nature and unknown) be
longs, strictly belongs to the homes, churches and Sunday schools,
and within the limitation of personal, not pu b lic , choice. Beyond
the limitation stated lies grave danger to 'our free institutions—
danger to the religious denominations whose pastors, in their zeal,
favor the imparting of religious instruction in forbidden quarters.
If they are to be adequately protected in their just rights, they must
insist that all other citizens be afforded similar and adequate pro
tection. It is one of their just rights to be fully protected in all
their religious efforts and undertakings just in so far as such efforts
and undertakings do not interfere with or abrogate the just rights of
others. Fundamentally, oqr public school system was created to im
part secular, demonstrable knowledge to the juveniles and youths of
each succeeding generation— not to desseminate or foster religious
beliefs of any description. Sound moral instruction in our public
schools (and there should be. very much more instruction of this
kind) is always in order because su«h instruction rests upon the
basic pacts of human existence, and not upon mere religious beliefs
and conjectures, which furnish vast room for conjectural and con
glomerate disputations and indeterminable conclusions.
Our public schools, in most part, are the great guarantors of
rightful human liberty. And they will become entirely such
guarantors provided those who maintain them are just to themselves
and mindful of the welfare and happiness of those who come after
them.
. -»
MORE CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT AND VICEPRESIDENT.
While the existence of two strong parties- is really necessary
under our form of government there is neither law nor precedent to
prevent the organization of any number of political parties. It is
the right of any given number of citizens to hold conventions,
nomipate candidates for public office, and formulate conclusions
relative to all manner of questions. Many political parties are horn
only to live a short while and then die because of their inability to
attract a considerable number of voters. Now, in this Presidential
year a Farmer-Labor party is in evidence. It was organized, after
much turmoil, in Chicago, last week. Harley Parker Christensen,
a Salt Lake City attorney, was nominated for the Presidency and
Max Hays, a Cleveland labor leader, was named as his running
mate. Those who happen to be dissatisfied with both the Demo
cratic and Republican parties may find a haven of political joy and
rest within the folds of the Farmer-Labor Party. Usually the in
congruous elements figuring in new political organizations furnish
a sufficient cause for their brief span of existence.
DEATH OF EMPRESS EUGENIE.
The former Empress Eugenie of France, widow of Napoleon
III, and perhaps the most interesting figure in all the nobility of
France, died recently at her home in Madrid, Spain, at the age of 94
years. She intensely hated Germany, for sufficient reasons. The
war found her in a splendid home in England. Early in the con
flict she gave up her quiet and secluded life there so that her home
could be transformed into a hospital for wounded British officers.
Despite her advanced age she assumed entire direction of the place
and devoted herself to aiding the wounded men. While the war was
in progress she had said she hoped to live to see the Germans driven
from France. Her wish materialized in fact. And what a setting
that fact gave to the scene of her dying hour 1
♦♦♦«»♦♦»

TELL OF BABYLONIAN

LIFE

Interesting Revelations In Clay Tablets
That Were "Written" On Some
Forty Centuries Ago.
The University of South Dakota at
Vertnlllion has come into possession
of 61 genuine Babylonian tablets, dis
covered by Arabs in the ruins of bur
ied. cities and collected at Bagdad.
They have been deciphered by Dr,
Edgar J. Banks of Alpine, N. J., an
authority on these clay and brick rec
ords of 4,000 years ago, and their
authenticity proved. Fully half of the
tablets in this collection are perfect
and all of them are legible' They are
only a few Inches in size and were
written on when they were soft clay,
later being dried, or baked. Most of
them are of about the date 2350 B. C.,
a few going as far back as 2800 B. O.,
and others dating from the time of
the fall of Babylon before the Per
sians, in 538 B. O. The most valuable
tablet of the collection is a letter.
Holes, were made through it so that
it might be attached to a cord and
carried in this way. Next in point of
value and interest are a number of
neo-BabylOnlan' tablets of sundried
clay containing business contracts of
all sorts and giving pictures of the
life of the people after the Persian
conquest Of special interest is a
small tablet of exercises in writing,
done by some boy in the temple school
over 40 centuries ago.
Iceberg Acrobat.
The sighting of a fleet of 14 Icebergs,
one with somersaulting tendencies,
was reported by Capt W. H. Flem
ming recently on the arrival here of
the steamship Munaires from Rotter
dam.
The bergs were seen about 750 miles
east of Halifax One of them, said
Capt. Flemming, suddenly rolled over
with a splash. As it tumbled, a large
piece from the -top was broken off,
causing the berg to take a second tum
ble. As it was righting, another sec
tion broke off, and for the third time
the berg turned over. It was about a
mile astern of the vessel.—New York
World.
A Good Catch.
It is Impossible to repress a feeling
of satisfaction over the feat of the
Atlantic City game warden,, who ap
prehended the owner of a seaplane
guilty of shooting wild geese in the
air. The law against this sort of
“sport” is strict, and the penalty pro
vided for offenders is ample. And, as
bird shooting from the air is on a
plane with the use of dynamite and
seines in closed waters, the more rig
idly the statute is enforced the better.
Any leniency would be disastrous to
the bird life of the country and calam
itous to the United States.—Detroit
Free Press.
No Way for Ladies to Act.
Scene, a crowded restaurant; dra
matis personae, the proprietor, sleek,
prosperous, pompous ; a doorman—a
dejected attendant, rolling anxious, fur
tive eyes in every direction to find out
whether a customer had skipped with
out cashing in his meal check properly.
For a few moments, however, attend
ant relaxes, heavy eyes almost close
and vigilance abates.
On this peaceful lassitude falls the
voice of the proprietor. “Here, you,
Joe, get on your job. Didn’t you notice
them two ladles over there beating it
out without paying their bill?”—Rehoboth Sunday-Herald.
On Trial.
Clistomer—r m ^ mighty particular
about how my hair is cut. Do you
think yop can do a good job on it?
Barber—Well, I’m reckoned fairly
decent, but if you Want I’ll do one side
of your head first so you can see how
you look.—American Legion Weekly.

Ornamental Thimbles.
At one time, apart frem the shape,
which is Imperative, thimbles were
Hope Followed Despair When Return decorated with all kinds of precious
ing Doughboy Discovered Copy
stones at the tip—and these were, of
of Famous Sea Story.
course, designated more for ornament
than use, when it was the fashion, as
I came aboard the transport reviling Sheridan remarks, for fine ladies to
my luck, says Robert Palfrey Utter play "at fine work,” according to the
hi the Review. My locker and bed Irish World. Ladles In our grand
roll were in France and I had neg mothers’ days, besides seeing to the
lected to bid them good-by; I bad household and personal linen, gen
nothing but musette and kit bag, in erally worked in, delicate material in
which I had been living for a month. silks and satins, when a smaller thim
The limping old Mudjekeewls was the ble was brought Into play and used
shabbiest tub in the service, slow, de with some of the witchery of the fan.
void of comfort. Her engines took a
day off every week. Her smoking
Romantic Bohemia.
room was given over to clacking type
All Bohemia is a land of romance.
writers which manufactured colored In the hills and mountains there are
tissue paper orders for the decoration picturesque castles perched upon the
of the main companionway. The white- craggy mountains or concealed clever
and-gold music room was no place for ly In rocky clefts. The very name Bo
one who was constitutionally Unable hemia Is associated with wild and won
to derive solace from craps or poker. derful legends of the rude barbaric
But when I discovered that the ship’s ages. It has been the battleground of
library had survived the ravages of nations. Today it is -the land of story
war, I began to see the hand of provi and legend, as in the olden days it
dence. As I reviewed the backs of the was the land of loyal knights and rob
50-odd most respectable volumes in ber barons.—Youth's Companion." ,
tough brown calf, my locker and bed
roll “fell from my back and began to
The Blighter Blighted.
tumble, and so continued to do” till 1
There is nothing that quite so quick
thought of them no more. I was free ly and so definitely marks a man or
as air In spite of the livery I wore. 1
tossed a polished copy of “Mr. Mid a woman as being ill-bred as incivility.
Shipman Easy" into my-berth, cast off Being rude, ungracious, impolite, in
my shining greaves and brass-mount, considerate,, bad-mannered, Is evidence
ed regalia, chinned myself on »the-T- of the grossest ignorance and worse—
iron that ran across the top of the is evidence of utter contempt of man
state room, swung my legs- over the kind. The uncivil can and do blight
. edge of the beyth and dropped after the happiness and comfort of people
them. I opened the port bole to the many times, but In the end they them
deck and the summer night, disposed selves are the real victims.—Silent
tobacco and other necessities in the Partner.
wall pockets, started the fire in a wellWonderful Asphalt Lake.
crusted briar bowl, and forthwith I
The asphalt lake of Trinidad Is sit
was in company with an old friend
whom I had not seen for years-—“By 9 uated at Brighton, 12 -miles west of
o’clock that evening Mr. Jack Easy San Fernando, 27 miles south of Port
was safe on board his majesty’s sloop of Spain and about half a mile from
the gulf of Paria. The lake Itself is
Harpy,"
a flat area of approximately 120 acres,
forming a basin surrounded by a low
WILL BE BOON TO INVALID hill. The original elevation of the
lake surface was 137% feet above sea
Independence, Comfort, and Exercise level, but mining operations bad low
All Provided in New Chair Pro.
ered this elevation to about 130 feet
pel led by Electricity.
In 1918.

FOUND OLD FRIEND ON BOARD

A new era of independence, comfort
and exercise is promised to Invalids
in an electrically-propelled chair that
is now being made by a firm of surgi
cal engineers in London.
In appearance it Is little more thnn
a very comfortable, luxuriously-sus
pended bath chair or invalid’s car
riage. The propulsive motion is elec
tricity. It is silent, travels a distance
of over twenty miles on a single
charge and has four speeds, ranging
from a crawl up to five miles per
hour.
The control is said to be so sim
ple that any person, no matter with
what disabilities, can sit in the car
riage and start right away, and it
is fitted with reverse on all' speeds.
It Is only necessary to hold the steer
ing lever with the left hand and gent
ly push over the controller handle
with the right hand. The use of the
carriage renders an invalid independ
ent of chair man or attendant, and the
cost of upkeep is said to be trivial.
Irish Travel Stops,
The tourist resorts of Ireland—the
Lakes of KUlarney and Glengarrlff—
have suffered greatly during the war
and the resumption of normal condl
tions, with freedom of travel for pleas
ure, will be required fo bring back
their old-time prosperity. So Queens
town and, to a smaller degree, -the
city of Cork has been affected by the
entire cessation of the' extensive pas
senger traffic to and from the United
States. Queenstown was the princi
pal port for Irish emigration to the
United States, and the change in that
respect is highly significant. There
are more young men in Ireland today
than there were for very many years
before the war. Emigration, which
for the ten years ending March 1,1911,
averaged 38,808 from all Ireland, fell
In 1917 to 2,111, and In 1918 to 980
natives of Ireland. Embarkation of
emigrants and others from Queens
town which amounted to 20,883 in 1913,
and 21,430 in 1914, stopped altogether
in November, 1914.
Snakes Friends of Farmer.
A correspondent who is interested
in snakes as well as flowers and birds
and the other more popular things in
nature writes that he has gratifying
success in locating snakes by merely
listening for their rustling in the dry
leaves. If one’s ears are specially
trained for snake noises there is no
good reason why this method should
¡pot be really practical. Unquestionably
the majority of wood wanderers are
almost blind in this matter of snakes.
Unless we almost step on him we sel
dom know that he is lurking near at
hand and remaining very still in the
hope that be will not be noted. All
our snakes are practically defenseless,
They are no’t only inoffensive and tim
id creatures, but also highly useful
friends of the farmer. Possibly the
baby snakes are in less danger than
the adults. The little fellows are less
conspicuous, and, as before noted, they
can hide in very small refuges.
Biddy’s Logic.
Mistress (after absence)—It’s no use,
Bridget, you’ve worn one of my new
skirts and you can’t get out of it.
Bridget—Begorry, mum, if thot’s so
Oi’d be wearin’ It this minit, wouldn’
Oi 7—Boston Transcript.

EVIDENCE.
Married,
Any so-termed statement of fact not 'supported by evidence is a
“When he was courting me he’d coo
Acquiring
8ense.
mere statement and therefore not entitled to consideration.! As
“I’m teaching my boy to paddle his to me for hours.”
sertions recklessly or maliciously made frequently injuriously affect own
“Yes."- .
canoe.”
“I never dreamed he’d holler at me.”
the character of individuals because of the disposition on the part of
“And a good Idea, too. Then he
-Louisville
Courier-Journal.
won’t
be
so
apt
to
rock
the
boat."
many persons to accept whatever they hear as being true without
Literal.
bothering their heads about evidence, if any there be, in support of
Dreaming of Old Ago.
Miss Old Girl—Doctor, do you think
To drekm of old age is a sign of
what they hear. Frequently, liars receive about as much attention
coming good news. To see an old sea voyages do people good?
as persons who speak the truth.
Doctor—No; they take it out of one.
man Is a sign of love for the young
«♦♦€»♦♦♦

F rom the Philadelphia Record: There is talk in Washington

now of a probable increase in the membership'of, the House of Rep
resentatives, which will be one consequence of the census, if pre
cedent is followed. There .are now 435 Congressmen. There were
391 in 1910. The population of 1920, approximated at 106,000,000
as against 92,000,000 in 1910, would indicate that we may soon
have 500 Congressmen to worry us, if the present basis of representa
lion is followed. This is not incumbent upon Congress, however,
which has perfect liberty of action in the matter. If the existing
membership fills the House of Representatives, whose capacity can
not be easily increased, the basis of representation may be changed
so as to continue the membership at its present figure. There is
such a thing as Congress becoming so large as to be unwieldy.

dreamer, a sign of success for the —Judge.
mature person. To see an old woman
At the Theater.
In one’s dream foretells an immedi
Fire Inspector—Are your exits all
ate pleasant surprise.—Chicago Herald
right?
and Examiner.
Manager—You bet they are I i‘>
one comes at the end of a climax
Alfalfa.
Alfalfa receives its name from an
Beetles’ Blood for Warts.
old Arab word which means in Eng
A Peruvian doctor states that the
lish “the best kind of fodder.” The blood of certain beetles found in Pe
plant looks something like” clover and ru has been used from the immemo
grows very rapidly. In fact it grows rial by the natives for curing warts,
so quickly that three or four crops Under it these growths turn white,
can be harvested during the summer. as if cauterized by an acid.
Old Use of Mirrors.
Mirrors were used by Anglo-Saxon
women, slung to their girdles. The
same custom obtained in the time of
Elizabeth and James I. They formed
the center of many fans at that pe
riod. Before glass was Invented, horn

F rom the Boston Herald: Many a business man has but just
learned that freight cars are more essential to the public than ma
was used.
hogany Pullmans.
* .
•

Excellent Advice.

Let your sleep be necessary and
healthful, not idle and expensive of
time, beyond the needs and con
veniences of nature; and sometimes be
cunous to see the preparation which
the sun makes, when he is coming
forth from his chambers lu the east
—Jeremv Tavior.'

CHURCH SERVICES.
T rin ity Reformed Ohurch, Collegeville,
R ev. W illiam S. Clapp, pastor. Services lor
next Sunday as follows; Sunday School at
9 a. m. Two adult Bible classes, one tor men
and one for women. You are cordially In
vited to loin one of these classes. Ohurch
at 10 a. m. Ju n io r and Senior congregations
worshipping together. Ju n io r O. E „ 1.80
p. m. Senior, O, K., «.30 p. m. Church at
7.30 p, m. Services every Sunday evening
at 7.80 ; short sermon and good music by
the choir. A ll most cordially Invited.
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe, Rev.
W, O. Fegley, pastor, Sunday School at 9
o’clock; preaching at 10.15; E ven ing services
at 7.20 ; Teachers’ meeting on Wednesday
evening.
St. L a k e ’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
, L . Messlnger, D. D„ pastor. Sunaay
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m.
and 7.45 p. m. M eeting of tne Ju n io r
League at 2 p. m. Meeting of the H eidel
berg League at 7. p. m. Bible Study
meeting oh Wednesday evening at 8.00
o’clock. A ll are most cordially invited to
attend the services
St. Ja m e s’ church, Perkiom en, Norman
Stockett, Rector : 10 a. m „ H oly Com
munion. 10.80 a. m.. Morning Prayer. 2.80
, m , Sunday School.
St. C lare’s Church, Roman Catholic. Mass
at Collegevllle every Sunday at 8 a. m .; at
Green Lane at 9.80, and at Hast Greenville
at 10 a. m .; W illiam A. Buesser, Rector,
JBvansburg M. E. Church,—Sunday School
at 9.80 a. m. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. and 7.80
i. m . P rayer meeting, Wednesday evening.
Episcopal Church; St. P au l’s Memorial,
Oaks, the R e v ’d Caleb Oresson, Rector.
Sunday Services—9.00 A, in.. 10.45 a. m „
45 p. m, W eekdays, 8.30 a, m „ 12 and 5 p, m.
Everybody welcome. The Rector residing In
the rectory at Oaks P. O. Pa., B ell ’phone
PhcBnixyllle 6-86- J 1-1 gladly responds when
his m inistrations are desired. Send your
name and address for parish paper, St.
Paul’s Epistle, for free distribution.
Mennonlte Brethren in Christ, Graterford, R ev. R. W- Dlckert, Pastor, Sunday
School at 9.15 a. m .; preaching at 10,16 a.
m. every Sunday. E v e ry other Sunday
preaching In the evening at 7.30 o’clock.
E v e ry other Sunday evening at H arleysville.
R iver Brethren, Graterford. Preaching
at 7.80 p. m.
Graterford Chapel. Preaching at 7.80 p. m

Monkeys Numerous as Birds.
American Y. W. O. A. secretaries
in India looking for a comp ground
for their girl guides, have been
amused at the hundreds of monkeys
that chase about their week-end bun
galow. “Instead of bird-hunts we can
indulge in monkey-hunts,” writes one
of them. Indian girls, like the Amer
ican school girls, are fond of week
end tramps with swimming, boating
and loafing thrown in.

W

World’s Debt to Safety Pin.
Perhaps the first scientific and sue
tressful effort to prevent human suffer
ing entailed by accidents was the safe
ty pin.
Another Question;
A French woman claims to under
stand the language of frogs. But will
she give the frog a chance to talk?

FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY ECONOMY
DAYS are THRIFT DAYS.

WARNER’^
Department Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.

J J R . J . S. M I L L E R ,

Day phone, Boyer Arcade, B ell 1170,
N ight phone: Residence, 1213 W . Main
St.. B ell 716.
J ) R . S . D . C O R N IS H ,

DENTIST,
O O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,
First-class workmanship guaranteed. Gas
adm inistered. Prices reasonable.
Keystone ’phone No. 81. B ell ’phone 27-Y
bra n d r eth

,

No ’phone orders.

No charges.

No mail orders.

:i
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HEADQUARTERS IN NORRISTOWN FOR

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
Complete assortment of all lines at lowest prices from which to
make selections. Varieties and qualities to meet all the requirements
of our patrons.
Workmen’s Headquarters for HOSIERY, SHIRTS, COLLARS, SUS
PENDERS,„GLOVES, NECKWEAR, &c.
Our country friends are always welcome to make themselves at home
at our store when they come to Norristown, whether purchases are
made or not.

W ILLIAM H. GILBERT

(Successor to Dr.Ohas. Ryckm an.)

DENTIST,
R O YERSFO RD , PA . Practical Dentistry
at honest prices.

132 West M^in Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Next door to Montgomery Bank
aE5E5E5H5H5S5H5H5E5H5H5E5H5i

G. L E C H N E R , *

VETERINARIAN,

It's T im e to P u t
in O n e o f T h e s e

M
M
*

H O R A C E L . SA YLO R,

Justice of the Peace,
rjp H O M A S H A L L M A N ,

Attorney-at-Law
615 SW E D E S T R E E T , NORRISTOWN, PA

A t m y residence, next door to National
Bank, OollegevlUe, every evening.
•\I~A Y N E R . L O N G S T R E T H .

Attorney-at-Law,
1420 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa.
Rooms 712-718.

"The Thoughts of Youth."
E . 8. P O L E Y .
Little Dolores was quietly, eating
Contractor and Builder,
her lunch one day when all of a sud
den she said: “Mother, if I died now,
Tr a p p e , p a .
would I get to heaving in time for
Prom pt and accurate In bnlldlng construe
dinner?"
tlon. Estim ates cheerfully furnished.

Great Railway Center.
There are 256 railway stations,
within a six-mile radius of St. Paul’i
cathedral, London, while within i
twenty-mile radius there are nearly
400.

YOU CAN F E E L SURE O F, T H E BEST,
ALWAYS, AT T H E STORE W H ER E TH EY
ALWAYS PUT QUALITY BEFORE PRICE.

Office Honrs: U ntil 9
B ell ’Phone 55-12

O O L LE G E V ILL E , PA . Real estate bought
and sold; conveyancing. Insurance,

Huge Waste of 'Coal.
It hns been estimated that the elec
tric power industry in Great Britain
is wasting 55,000,000 tons of coal annaully, due to a lack of centraliza
tion and standardization.

True Economy Lies in Buying the Best
and Skipping the Rest

Practising Physician,
E V A N SB U R G , Pa.
a. nr.; 7 to 9 p. m.

Color Blind, Books Won’t Tally.
A curious instance of extreme color
blindness recently came to li&ht. A
post office clerk could never balance
his accounts. Examination proved
that he was unable to distinguish be
tween the colors of the stamps he sold

Nary a Law.
If you must have something with a
kick in it there's no law against your
getting a mule.—Boston Transcript.

Look for our advertistement in the Norristown Paper
on Thursday and Friday nights, and you will be con
vinced that it is well” worth going miles to secure such a
wonderful opportunity to purchase at such a low price.

Y . W E B E R . M . D.

O O L LE G E V ILL E , PA . H eadquarters at
Bennung’s Gollegeville Hotel. Graduate of
U niversity of Pennsylvania.
Both’ ’phones,
’
2-2

Match Makings.
“The makings of a match” are
wood, phosphorus, chlorate of potash
resin, whiting and powdered flint.

This -is your most opportune time to secure needed
articles at truly economical prices. Everywhere in our
store you, will find values that will surprise you. Not
merchandise that is bought especially for sales purposes,
but the kind that we sell eVery day.

Practising Physician,

Frolicsome Birds and Fishes.
The crane will amuse itself some
times by running round in. circles and
throwing small pebbles and bits of
wood into the air. Other water-birds
can any time be observed ' at their
frolics, cleaving the water or diving
after each other.

Jud Tunkins.
Jud Tunkins says many a young
man with, a fine future has used' most
of it up admirin' its possibilities.

]u lp 23rd and 2T O |

Successor to S. B . H orning, M. D„
O O L L E G E V IL L E , BA.
Telephone In office. Office hours until 9
a. m.
12-26

j j u , FRAN K

“And Daughter."
Signs with the addition “and daugh
ter” can be seen In London almost as
often as the older “and son” partner
ships.

Friday and Saturday*®®

Z . A N D E R S , M . D .,

Practice Diligence.
Let every man that hath a calling
be diligent in pursuance of its employ
ment, so as not lightly or without rea
sonable occasion to neglect It In any
of those times which are usually, and
by the custom of prudent persons and
good husbands, employed In It.—Jer
emy Taylor,

No Gratitude.
It has just about gotten so in this
country that if you stop your car to
take a man to town on a sloppy morn
ing he will kick because yop haven’t
got your rain curtains up.—Dallas
News.

Economy Days

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Tho Moth and the Flame.
Homeopathic Physician
A naturalist asserts that many In
sects will fly toward a flame for the O O L LE G E V ILL E . PA. Office hours until
10 a. m .; 12 to 2, and 6 to 8 g. m.
same reason that a plant seeks the
light. But the light must be Intense
Bell ’phone, 62; United, 56,
2-20
to produce a marked result. Toward
A . K R U S E N , M . D ..
a feeble glare the insect moves leis
urely, but In the case of a concen E ,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
trated light travels with great rap
O
F
F
IC
E
:
B O Y E R A R C A D E. H o u r s ;
idity to Its death.
Sto 9, 2 to 3, 7 to 8. Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Properly Rebuked.
The father and a friend were enjoy
ing a smoke on the porch and .daddy
threw the almost finished cigar on the
lawn. Junior picked It up, ran to his
mother and exclaimed; “Look where
daddy threw this, mother I Din’t let
him get away with that stuff just be
cause he has company.”

NORRISTOWN’S

Justice of the Peace
PORT PR O V ID EN C E, PA . Real Estate
and Insurance, Conveyancing and Col
lecting,
8-1

For full inf•rotation call on

Geo. F. (¡lamer

•

- - Gollegeville, Pa.

O. S H A L L C R O S S

Contractor and Builder
G R A T ER FO R D , PA.
A ll kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. E stim ates cheerfully furn
Ished.
11-80-fim
Jp

When a Machine Can Do It For You?
Thousands of homes, throughout the United States are being
equipped with these wonderful lab or sa v in g sy stem s for hard
or soft water supply.

¥ A C O B C. B R O W E R

[ |

W hy Do All the W ork Yourself

A W IN N IN G
COMBINATION

S . K O O N S,
SO H W EN K SV 1L L E , PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, C ray
Stone, etc. Estim ates furnished. Work
contracted at lowest prices.
C. RAM BO ,

Painter and Paperhanger
Latest designs of wall paper.

1-18

fT^OR S A L E .—F arm s, residences, hotels,
A
building sites—all locations, prices and
term s. Also a number of houses in Norris
town, Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOMAS W ILSON,
Gollegeville, Pa.

F. C.

POLEY

LIMERICK, PA.

B u t c h e r
A N D D EA D ER IN

COAL for ALL Purposes.

For Dairy Cows

O O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

Here is a dairy feed combination that
has proven a winner wherever used.
By feeding these two feeds in com
bination you will have the most sim
ple, easy-to-feed ration possible to
compound—one that will not only
produce exceptional results in milk
production and keep your cows in the very
best physical condition, but will also save
you a lot of time and labor and the guess
work incident to your own mixing.
These feeds are manufactured by
The Quaker Oats Co., the leadingfeed man
ufacturers in the world. These feeds are
the result of long experience and have the
endorsement of the foremost dairymen.
Let us supply you with these resultproducing feeds,

CO LLEG EVILLE M ILLS
Collegeville, Pa,

3_D

And COAL that is GOOD, is the ONLY
KIND we have to offer.
When you use our. coal it will not be
found necessary to pile on shovelful
after shovelful, or continually rake out
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, burns
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you
expect anything better? Let us know
your wants and we will quote you a price
that will tempt you ; etc.

V. H. Gristock’s Sods

COAL, LUMBER, FEED
Fresh Beef, Veal, Lamb, Smoked
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Meats and Pork in Season
Gratitude is the fairest blossom
Reward of Duty.
Patrons in Collegeville, Trappe, and which springs from the soul; and the
The reward of one duty is the power vicinity, served every Tuesday, Thursday
I f you have anything to sell
heart of man knowuth none more
to fulfill another.—George Eliot.
and Saturday,
advertise
in The Independent.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

Jake fingered his revolver with med
itatlve Indifference.

memoers or the Household went out
the key be left in the mail box. The
others did go out and the key was
left in the designated place. When
they returned the key was missing.
Mother-in-law had locked the door and
carried the key inside. She was seen
sitting near an upstairs window, read
ing. The doorbell was rung until it
ran down. The telephone did not reach
her ears. Those left out in the cold]
cold world were In despair. The
neighborhood had been aroused by the'
noise made in attempting 4o make
mother-in-law’s defective hearing take
spark. She read peacefully on.
Finally Mr. Son-In-Law had a hap
py thought. He would try strategy. He
turned the hose on her window.
Mother-in-law thought it was rain
ing, got up and closed all the upstairs
windows and went back to her hook.
Strategy had not only failed, but had
tightened the barrier of sound.
It was not learned just how those
outside got Inside.—Indianapolis News.

Anderson’s heart was beating like
a riveting machine.
“Well, don’t you fancy holding up
a train?” persisted Jake.
Be sure and see the new 1920 Chandler Car. It is
“I would rather hold up a train,”
attractive, durable, and economical. Don’t postpone your
said Anderson mechanically, “than—”
order.
he stopped short-and blushed.
By GEORGB-FOXHALL
■ “All right, then,” went on Jake^
not noticing the hesitation. “You’ve
saved your life, even If you hang for
(Copyright.)
it. Now listen. In twenty minutes the
HENRY YOST, JR.
One criminal ambition had woven Chicago filer, with a cargo of mil
itself persistently through the respec lionaires aboard, will be along. We
table broadcloth of Arthur Anderson's put this red lamp on the track, an’
board the train as she comes to a halt.
exemplary life.
Other ideals of youth had given way While they’re Investigating we slip
to the staid conservatism of middle into the rear car, where my informa
THREE-MODELS—TOURING TYPES, ROADSTERS
age, but this one, from the moment of tion is that the millionaires an’ their
its Inception nearly thirty years ago, families are traveling, it being a pri
AND TRUCKS.
vate car.
had remained unquenchable.
“It’ll only be about nine o’clock,
For
the
ambition
of
Arthur
Ander
The Chevrolet is unequaled in quality for the price.
an’ no berths will be made up among
son,
president
of
the
File
and
Finish
It gives the best possible service at the lowest possible
ing Company, Incorporated, millionaire that bunch, which makes It easier. I
cost.
and philanthropist, small and dyspep go first an’ persuade’em to put their
tic, was—to hold up a train. He had hands In the air. Then you back me
LINWOOD YOST.
“Deadwood Dick” English Born.
up.
gained all things but this.
Richard Bullock, known as “Dead“That’s
all
you
got
to
do—hold
a
It was pathetic. Even his name was
T H E U N IV E R S A L C A R
gun an’ look devilish. Think you can wood Dick,” was born at Cornwall,
against him.
England, some eighty years ago. At
do It?”
Arthur! Never in history or Action,
“I think I can,” gasped the million the age of twenty-one he came to
from King Arthur down, had there aire, “if I have a mask.”
America and at length drifted to the
been .a villain named Arthur. Arthur
West. For a while he worked In the,
“You
will.
Now
look
here.
I
want
OPEN EVERY DAY AND NIGHT.
is the very key to virtue.
to explain to you that there ain’t to mines In the Black Hill country. At
March 3 , 1920, the Ford Motor Co. advanced the prices of Ford cars because of
Yet, in an indirect way and to a lim be no double-crossing. I’m quicker’n that time miners there were greatly
CARS TO HIRE.
the increased cost of production. No specific announcement was deemed necessary
ited extent, the ideal actually had got ¡flashlight. D’you ever hear of Dead discouraged and vexed by the unusual
the better of him. At the age of four Shot Dan, the king-pin scribe of the activity of bandits. Desperadoes op
at the time, but it has developed tha4( misrepresentations and misquotations of these
teen he had invested three dollars in pistol world?”
erating Individually and in groups
advanced prices have been and are being given out. So to safeguard the public
a second-hand revolver, with which he
were
holding
up
stages
running
be
“I’ve heard the name,” murmured
tween the mining country and the
practiced joyously, rehearsing hold Andefson.
against the evils of misrepresentation, we herewith give the present prices : ‘
ups with icy coolness and increasing
“An’ now you see the man,” pro settlements In the East with such reg
ly deadly aim.
ularity
that
chances
of
getting
their
claimed Jake grandly. “Besides, the
dual electric starting and lighting
Runabout
='
gold shipments through were slim.
$550 . with
Here, by - all the rules, his down gun you’ve got ain’t loaded.”
system
- . Bullock
saw
In
this
situation
an
op
$625
fall should have commenced; but it
At the first statement Anderson was
didn’t. He progressed steadily in both stung Into/jealous Impotence. The se portunity to do the mlnqrs a good turn
with
dual
electric
starting and lighting
Touring
Car
-i
$575
the open and secret branches of his cret pride of his heart In the feats and himself, tooy to earn a good live
System
. . .
S650
life’; from oAice boy to president of and chronicles of Dead Shot Dan was lihood and to' enjoy no end of thrills
with
dual
electric
starting
an,dlighting system
Coupe
the File and Finishing company; from great In proportion to Its secrecy; but and adventures. So he laid away his
$750
and demountable rims
pick and shovel, armbd himself with
- $850
a bepatched practicer with an old the last Insult was the worst.
a wicked-looking gun and embarked in
pistol
to
the
foremost
though
unknown
with
dual
electric
starting
and
lighting
system
It brought Anderson’s mind from
Sedan
When you know how simple this perfect,
$875
authority on small Arearms in the stupor to instant activity. Like a flash the business, of hunting “road agents.”
and
demountable
rims
.*
-'
$975
Heater is in construction, how easy and economi
United States.
his resolve was made.
He would
A
“Burping
Well.”
cal it is to operate, you will realize that its install
Truck Chassis with solid tires and clincher rims
He had written—reveling In the al achieve his ambition—emasculated in
$600
Water and fire aren’t usually con
ation is an actual economy.
luring pen-name of Dead Shot Dan— form as It was—to hold up a train,
(With
pneumatic
tires and demountable rims $640)
sidered
good
friends,
but
under
certain
a brochure Called “Touchy Triggers,” and then, by his superior dexterity
These prices are all f. o. b. Detroit.
which was the standard and Anal rev with the trusty weapon that nestled circumstances they may unite to form
No matter what system you have at present
an
interesting
and
beautiful
natural
FORDSON
TRACTOR
$
850.00
f. o. b. DEARBORN, MICH.
elation
of
the
mathematical
science
of
in his own pocket, he would capture
in operation, you should at least investigate the
pistol-shooting in all its branches from the bandit, thus obtaining a double phenomenon. This is the case near
Any
of
the
Dealers
whose
names
are listed below will be pleased to receive your order,
advantages the FR EED Heater affords.
draw to trajectory, from Dick Turpin adventure, a double glory and a four Mobile, Ala., where for years a “burn
pledging
the
assurance
of
the
best
possible
promptness in delivery.
to the Battle of Stepney.
fold satisfaction.
Revenge and ro ing well” has been the center of at
Call, write or ’phone
traction
for
visitors
and
residents
of
And. yet, Anderson had never held mance should go hand In hand.
up a train! He had practiced assidu
It was not until he found himself the city. Bored originally for an ar
ously until hand and eye were instinct- In the private car holding a pistol over tesian well, the product of the hole
ve rails down which he could zip bul the cowed occupants, while Jake ac was a tremendous flow of salt water,
lets at will with the precision of a quired their property, that the full heavily charged with chlorlne.gas.
Bell and Keystone ’Phones No. 59.
How this gas first took fire Is not
cash-carrier in a department store, flood of Joy met his unconquered in
Factory and General Offices, Collegeville, Pa.
known,
but burn It does, and the deep
but—
stinct.
It was so futile; he had never held ' He became-facetious, and smiled as orange flames, uninjured by the water,
' -= or —
not only spurt high with the flow of
up a train—probably he never would.
he pointed his pistol at first one and the crystal stream and color its white
On these things he was ruminating then another of his victims, more than foam, but they run along the circular
H. R. M IL L E R
as he walked toward Cassavera station one of whom had been host and guest pool about the well In continuous
Bell 63-R-2
Keystone 100
one evening.
to him. Here was-life at last.
sweeps of bright color.
Jake kept up a constant patter.
He
had
dined
with
the
president
of
COLLEGEVILLE,- PA.
“Now be careful, gentlemen,” he was
the Cassavera Compound Engine com
Celluloid Collar Swimming Aid.
pany, and had failed to get a ten-thou- saying. “My partner there Is terrible
The
timid beginner can learn to
sand-dollar order he had been trying blood-thirsty. He’d sooner shoot than swim In ten minutes, it Is claimed, If
for. A thing like thjit turned his mind eat, an’ he scarcely ever misses. As he wears about his neck the new
for me,” his hand patted the chained “swimming collar.”
to train robbery.
He abandoned himself to his imag pistol at his side, “as for me—I’m
This collar, as described in Popu
inary and reckless amusement and Dead Shot Dan] He’s a pupil of mine.” lar Mechanics Magazine, consists of a
“Liar,”
he
snapped.
“I’m
no
pupil
was having a decidedly prosperous in
cylinder of transparent celluloid,
terview with an express messenger ‘of yours.”
Everybody in the oar from honest about eight inches high. Across thè/
'hen the shrieking of a whistle told
bottom is eemented a rubber sheet
him that' only a hard run and a short man to thief, gasped and stared. They with a central aperture. The edges
Diamonds
in
could
not
understand
it.
cut would get him to his train.
>«
Tiffany 14, 18, 22 Kt.
“You ain’t?” queried Jake for lack of the aperture fit snugly about the
Had/ Anderson been more familiar
of
other ideas. “Then who are you?” neck. Thus the new swimming aid
Tiffany and Cluster.
HAMILTON WATCHES.
with the territory round Cassavera
His
hand was creeping to the swing holds the head above the water, and
station he would proKably have
ing
pistol.
Anderson was eyeing him recommends itself to fair swimmers
J. D. SALLADE
watched that train go, with a wise
keenly,
his
left hand resting In his because it keeps the hair dry.
shake of his head at the treacherous
coat
pocket.
16 (East Main St., Norristown
ground between.- Not being familiar
Don’t hesitate to eat anything you like —Dill 3
Let’s Have the Sugar.
“I’m Dead Shot Dan,” he said, with
with it, and tempted on by the bright
Digesters will tone up your stomach and ward off
The
insular
government
is
trying
to
indigestion, biliousness, sour stomach, distress from
moonright, he stepped boldly into the tense quietness, and - before the de produce cheap sugar and alcohol from
overeating. Sure and quick in relief. Yourdruggiat
alluring trap which was to prove the scending hand reached the butt of the the Philippine nlpa palm, the islands
sells Dill’s Digesters in the handy, vest-pocket bottle.
hanging pistol the intelligence that
long-preparing magnet of adventure.
having more than 100,000 acres of the
had
been
Jake’s
had
slipped
into
the
The grass was long and rank, and in
trees.
'
,
something less than two minutes he ether.
As the shot echoed, Anderson
The U plift
had found and explored a hidden ditch
A senator, apropos of the huge quan
about two feet deep, and having at the laughed with hysterical joy, then
WITH WELL ASSORTED
dragged the mask from his face and tity of army meat which It was probottom a soft bed of mud and water
should be sold to the packets
About the same time he found and ex staggered as if he himself had been
STOCK
IN EVERY DE
ss than half the price paid them
plored hidden welis of vocabulary, but shot.
T h e D ll? C o m p a n y , N o r r i s t o w n , P a *
PARTMENT.
But , the sweet sense of precision by the government, said:
fortunately neither discovery broke
Maker» o f D ill’» Balm o f tifa
snapped
from
his
pistol
with
delirious
any bones
“Why sell this meat to the packers?
When he scrambled out he found fascination. He grasped at his fleet Would it not be better to sell it to
C O L L E G E V I L L E , U A ..
EVERYTHING KEPT IN
that he had gathered a sickening ing senses, sweating with the strain of consumers direct and thus aid In re
effort
and
shame.
A g e n e r a l STORE AL
ducing the cost of living?”
'amount of mud and had lost his hat
Willing hands reached out to him,
The senator added bitterly:
his train and his temper. He regret
WAYS
ON HAND.
uncertain In the confusion of speed as
“The high cost of living I We heard
ted none of them.
to what had really happened.
a lot about the uplift movement to
The ditch lay behind and the swamp
“Are you hit?” gasped a burly mil be expected as the result of the war,
OUR AIM IS TO MEET
before. To the left he saw the gleam lionaire,
without recognizing him.
But we didn’t expect the uplift to be
of what looked like a road, but. might
THE W A N T S OF PA
/“No!” he moaned hoarsely, “but for concentrated on prices.”
be a riVer that passed undei* the track. heaven’s
sake
somebody
take
this
gun
TRONS
BOTH IN ASSORT
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
With nerves dickering like a Aame from me before I hqld up—”
Hair For the Bald.
of a burned-out candle, and stepping
A French surgeon of thè Pasteur
MENT AND QUALITY.
Then he ingloriousiy fainted.
SOLE AGENT FOR
for all the world like thq stealthy vil
Institute claims'to have discovered a
lain in a melodrama, Anderson steered
process by which he can graft ha'r
His Practice.
his course toward this goal.
“It is -hard, isn’t it, for. that artist to the scalp and so make the heads of REASONABLE PRICES
This time fortune was his guide. The to have to stand up in the street the bald to blossom like the Seven
UNEXCELLED
The Old Way—Lugging water ra in or thin*
white streak proved to be a road set car?”
Sutherland Sisters. He declares that
YOURS TO SERVE
up a little above the low-lying swamp
“Why is It -harder for him than foi he has already positively and perma
land, and up the embankment Ander anybody else?”
IN
nently cured six bachelors of baldness
Which Method Does son
was thankfully climbing when he
through a -slight surgical operation
“Because
he
is
accustomed
to
sit
Your Wife Use?
was halted by the sound of voices just
which Is painless and leaves no ill ef
tings.”
In front bf him and evidently coming
FIRST-CLASS
fects.
Do you let her “ lug” tons of
R . C. S tu r g e s
from behind a group of boulders.
water every year while you
use tractors, seeding machines,
“"It's no use, Jake, I’ll never'be able NEW CHANNEL-SWEEPER IDEA
Auto Delivery
Both ’Phones
cultivators and other improved
Greenland Source of Icebergs.
to make it tonight. I can’t stand up
machinery to do your work ?
The source of practically all the
to save my life. I reckon that canned Claimed That It Will Be of Vast Im
Isn’t she entitled to the same
portance in the Maintenance
icebergs of the arctic and sub-arctic
stuff must ’a’ give me ptomains.”
Candies, Pies, Etc.
modern conveniences in the
of Barge Canals.,
regions is Greenland. Owing to the J O H N L B E C H T E L
The
voice
trailed
off
into
a
groan.
<\/v W y v ' \ / A
-homethat you haveonthefarm?
ISP ORDERS FOR WEDDINGS, |
northward set of the West Greenland
“I reckon, Pete,” said a second voice
COLLEGE
V
IL
L
E
,
PA.
F U N E R A L S and P A R T IE S I
To aid in the maintenance of the current the bergs of this side are car
GOULDS
surlily, “that it’s more / likely chil
promptly attended to.
New York state barge canal, a channel ried first to the north and it is only
blains
or
some
other
frosty
foot
dis
There is no half-way measure in any
■—
* * e. u •.
o rr.
sweeper has been devised, not here at about the seventy-fourth or seventyease.”
Charles K uhnt. |
Pumping O utfits
thing we do. When we cut prices, PRICES
Pete pressed his stomach in a tofore /demanded by the construction fifth parallel of latitude that they be
? . . .
of the older canals, writes Gordon P, gin to m ake'their way westward to
paroxysm of pain.
DROP ; no compromise, no ifs and ands.
Now do you believe me!" he quav Gleason in Popular Mechanics Maga come down on the American side.
zine. As time goes- on and the banks
ered. f,n feeble triumph.
When we conduct a sale we mean to sell
“P reckon I got to this time, Pete, disturbed by' recent excavations as
sume their natural slopes, the need of
biit It’s tonight or never.”
clothing, and we realize we’ve got to make
TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
i and 360 gallons per honr—and in 13
“Jake, do I look like I could hold up' dredging will become less. Investiga
different combinations to meet every re*
quirement. There are electric-motor-driven
ENJOYABLE
tions, however, show that within one
it more than worth while to you.
a train tonight?” protested the other
outfits for direct and alternating currents,
also for the home-lighting system current.
Furnishing Undertaker and
DRY GOODS
Anderson’s heart beat with excite year sufficient material may be de
You should be able to see the
And there is a gasoline-engine-driven out
The suits offered in this sale will be
fit for those who have no electric current
posited within the canal to make the
ment.
type easily and without strain,
NOTIONS
available. The "Hi-Speed” Pump is noiseEmbalmer.
less— it runs so smoothly th at a t ten feet
available
depth
of
water
considera
and
follow
through
page
after
He
dropped
quickly
to
the
ground,
you can't hear a sound. Its simplicity
sold. If substantial cash savings on clothes
page without effort.
makes possible an exceptionally low price.
find was about to crawl away when bly less than the prescribed 12 feet.
Funerals
entrusted
to
my
charge
.will
A slight change in your glasses
the mail called Jake stepped into sil An example of this was found in the
of standard quality mean anything, this
Don’t delay. Come in and tee us now
Odd Fellows’ Hall
receive my careful and painstaking atmay tnakfe a remarkable differ
channel east of Oneida lake. This was
houette against the hanging moon.
!
tendon.
’Phone
No.
18
.
ence in your reading.
sale won’t last very long.
Store
“Hallo, hoi” he greeted, catching completed in a full 12-foot depth In
L- S. S C H A T Z
It will cost you nothing to find
1009, yet, in 1917, It was so washed in
sight of \mlersou. “Where going?”
out. We will gladly make the
Heating and Plumbing
with sand that it was necessary to re
Andeison did uol answer.
Coffee, Canned Goods,
necessary examination and guar
move
thousands
of
cubic
yards
of
this
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“Come here!” commanded Jake, in
antee you satisfaction.
'
>
Dried Fruits, Confectionery
•
material.
Both ’Phones
No drops used.
f|
a tone that left no choice. “How Ion*
—AND —
To aid in the locating of obstruc
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
you been there?”
K.
R.
STONE,
Optometrist,
!
tions
in
the
canal
the
state
engineer
Arrow Collars a specialty
L o w e s t P r ic e s
“Just arrived.’’
has designed a novel channel sweeper,
With W. L. Stone,
2
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“Hear any conversation?”
and boat builders have been asked to
210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa. a
“Heard
your
partner
say
he
was
submit
estimates
as
to
the
cost
of
Daniel H. Bartman
Bell ’Phone 321-w
s
that’s all.”
these so that three of them may bo
I R V I N L . F A U S T sick;
COLLEGEVILLE, p a .
“If you heard that, I guess you heard placed on the canal.
the rest. How d’you know we was
Daily and Sunday Papers
The new sweeper consists of two
V ERK ES, PA .
partners?”
boats,
each 18 feet long and 6 feet
B U TC H ER AND D E A L E B IN
Frank W . S halk op
“I did hear the rest,” he answered wide. These are placed 15 feet apart
sharply. “That’s how I knew you were and Joined, by timbers. An operating
— CALL ON —
Fresh and Smoked Meats partners.-”
floor 80 feet long and 5 feet wide willH. E . B R A N D T
^ C D E A D ANIMALS £ £
“All right, mud-lark,” cautioned be constructed near the stern, and
Pork in Season
suspended
from
this
will
be
a
60-pound
Jake.
“Don’t
sing
so
shrili.”
In
the
TRAPPE,
PA.
ROYERSFORD
^
REMOVED
rail, 30 feet long, held by two chains
! $4 to $ 5 per head for tiorses o r cows, Vigjts Collegeville, Trappe and vi same Instant the moonlight was re- at each end.
Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.
All stock w ith badly dam aged hides, o r u n 
cinity every W ednesday and Aeeted from a bright barrel he held
der size, paid for acco rd in g to th e ir v a lu e r
Saturday. Evansburg, Tues In his hand. “If you heard the rest
you tumbled that we had planned a STRATEGY FAILED TO WORK
I pay as h igh as $8 for s tric tly Fat;
“Has your wife a sense of humor?”
days and Fridays.
Horses delivered to m y place.
little picnic for tonight?”
“Yes,” replied Mr. Growcher, “of a
POTTSTOW N’S PRINCIPAL CLOTHIER
‘ “Yes.”
kind. She thinks that everybody who
Last Resort of “Locked Out” Son-inGeo. W. Schweiker,
“I told my boss I could not live on
“An’ that my partner 4s too sick to
Law
Only
8erved
to
Make
Mat
doesn’t
Wear
the
same
absurd
fashions
Providence Square, Pa. my present salary.” “What did he make one?”
ters Worse.
she does is immensely funny.”—
Bell 'phone ll-R-12, Collegeville, Pa.
say?’* “That if I couldn’t, it wouldn’t
“Yes.”
Washington Star.
be such a world disaster.”—Baltimore
"An’ that you came along Just In
His mother-in-law Is deaf, “thick o’
No
effort
spared
to
meet
the
fullest
“Of course, it will be a quiet wed
time?”
hearin’,” as they said in the old days. expectations of those who engage my
D on’t forget to get your pub American.
Farmer—Want to hire out for a ' He who has trumpeted forth an acding.”
“Of course,” rejoined Miss Cay“In
time
for
what?"
Mother-in-law went to the movie the services.
and right govern everything
month?”
Hobo—“Gosh, no ; I want to cusation ought not to think it suffi■
enne,
“By
the
way,
I
don’t
recall
ever
lic sales in the I ndependent, and in Force
“As you’ve heard what’s afoot, It's other evening and, before leaving the
this world; force till right is ready.
Trains met at all stations. Prompt at hearing of a loud and boisterous wed- live to-day as if I expected to die to- cient to whisper his recantation.—
that
or--.»
bvitfft.
requested
that
if
the
other
attract buyers,
—Joubert.
tention to calls by telephone or telegraph. I ding.”
morrow!”—Houston Post.
Whately,

CHANDLER CAR!

Second-Hand Cars and Parts.

TH ® C H E V R O L E T C M !

Anderson’s
Ambition

Collegeville Ga r a ge

I "Twice the' Results
I w ith 2-3 the Fuel.”

I. C. & M. C. Landes, Yerkes, Pa.

FREED HEATER COMPANY

i

Engagement and Wedding Rings

Sturges’ Store

Eat Pic? If Yau Want lb

TRAPPE, PA.

IS ALWAYS FILLED

CULBERTS’

DRUG

S T O R E

DtkJr
¡g e ste rs

E

Mosheim’s say when it comes
to Reducing Prices

I KUHNT’S BÄKERYi

This Store Leads

I BURDAFS

ICE CREAMI

CAKES

SALE VALUES AS WELL

I

pat

Fresh Groceries

!For Latest Designs

Actual Savings of 25 and 35 Per Ct.

$25.00 for $30.00 and $35.00 Sails

$35.00 for (0, 45 and 50 Suits

UNDERTAKER & EMBALMER

S. MOSHEIM

EVANSBURG
Jacob Fox, of Philadelphia, has pur
chased the grocery store and other
property of Max Goorland and has
taken possession of the same.
The M. E. Sunday School will pic
nic at Sanatoga Park, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrss. Calvin Graves and
son have returned to their home in
Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. V. Keyser are
still at A. C. Keyser’s on the Level
road.
Mr. James Miller is spending the
week at Mrs. Champlin’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rickley and Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Stuckey, of Philadel
phia, and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kimes
of Royersford, were the Sunday
guests at the Harley mansion.

OAKS.
A number of young people from
Pottstown have leased one of the
bungalows along the river at this
place and as Sunday was their first
day here, there was an unusually
large crowd came down to look the
place over, but the weather on Sunday
was not very favorable for campers
and quite a few of the women folks
were disgusted with camp life, and re
turned to their homes drenched to the
skin, avowing never to go camping
again.
' Mrs. Kenney and Rose Myers were
visitors in
% Norristown this week.
The porches of the house occupied
by Robt. Spackman, Jr., and Mr. Ed.
Litka, the property of,the Weikel esi
tate, are being repaired. Peter Rapp
has charge of the work.
Mr. Frank Weaver has resigned his
position as shipepr with the J. C.
Dettra & C., and accepted a similar
one with Wildman Mfg. Co. at Nor
ristown.
Eugene McCaffrey, of Norristown,
assistant foreman of signals on thè
Pennsy, was inspecting the section in
this locality oh Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Quay, of
Spring City, were visiting Mrs.
Quay’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gran
ville Bowden over the week end.
Mr. George Brown, president of the
Oaks Engineering and Machine Co.,
was a business visitor in Philadelphia
on Saturday.
Mr. Frank Jarrett, of this place,
who is employed at the Luster-Jordan
Co., at Norristown, has left on a busi
ness trip to Boston, Mass., in the,in
terests of the firm.
The festival held on the Green Tree
school lawn, last Saturday night, by
the Oaks A. C. was very well patron
ized and a very neat sum was added to
the treasury of the Club. The Oaks
band furnished the musisc.
Mr. E. K. Monnington, treasurer of
the Keystone Motor Truck Co., was a
visitor in this place on Saturday.
Mises Florence and Helen McCurdy,
of this place, were Norristown visit
ors on Monday.
Mr. Jacob Guenther, of Norristown,
was a Sunday visitor at the home of
his sister, Miss Esther Guenther, at
this place.
Mrs. Louise Edwards, of Philadel
phia, was visiting her brother Mr.
Joshua Wilson, of this place,_on Sun
day.
Mrs. Margaret Brodbelt and daugh
ters Ella, May .and Dorothy, of Nor
ristown, are visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Wagner, of this place.
The Oaks A. C. went to Norristown
last Saturday and played the strong
asylum team at that place, and were
defeated by the score of eight to
seven.
FARM LABOR
Harrisburg, Pa., July 19.—More
persons are looking for jobs on farms
in this State than the farmers want
to hire, according to figures for June,
acompiled by the free labor employ
ment bureau, operated by the Penn
sylvania Department of Labor and
Industry. Dr. Clifford B. Connelley,
the Commissioner, to-day issued a
statement showing that 1,664 applica
tions were made for farm jobs, while
the farmers sought the services of
1,504 agricultural workers.
The State Bureau of Employment,
however, reported an increase of 184
per cent, in agricultural placements
in June over the May figures. There
has been a 408 per cent, increase in
similar placements, as compared with
the record for April. Last month,
1,492 jobs were found for persons who
wanted to work on farms in this
State.
In June, 16,392 positions were pro
cured for applicants in all parts of
Pennsylvania. Work was found for
3,761 ex-service men; 10,715 male civ
ilians and 1,916 women. . Altho Commissioner Connelley’s
statement indicated a decrease of
4,405 in the total number of persons
placed in positions during June, as
against the May placements, the re
port showed a 50 per cent, labor
shortage in this State. Employers of
labor applied for 49,480 workers, and
only 19,140 persons asked the State
employment service to help them find
jobs.
EX-KAISER1S SON A SUICIDE.
Berlin, July 19.—Prince Joachim,
of Hohenzollern, youngest son of for
mer Emperor William, committed sui
cide yesterday at Potsdam.
The prince shot himself at his resi
dence, the Villa Leignitz. He was re
moved to St. Joseph’s Hospital, where
he died a few hours later.
Joachim Jiad recently been suffering
from great mental depression. He was
divorced a short time ago and it is
believed he was in financial straits.
The only member of the former im
perial family now in Potsdam is Eitel
Frederick, the former emperor’s sec
ond son.
Prince Eitel, questioned as to the
motive for his brother’s suicide, de
clined to make a statement, referring
the correspondent at the same time to
the official announcement that Joa
chim was suffering from a “fit of ex
cessive dementia.” The body was
transferred to the Potsdam Chapel
this morning..
Prince Joachim was the least tal
ented of the emperor’s sons. He held
the rank of captain, but according to
statements now made, he was never
actively engaged at the front. He
leaves only one son.
The whereabouts of Prince Adelbert, Prince August William and
Prince Oscar are unknown. The form
er Crown Princess is reported to be
staying in Rugen Island.

PENNSYLVANIA CROP REPORT.
WHEAT—Reports from many coun
ties in Pennsylvania show a decline in
the condition of wheat, due largely to
damage by the Hessian fly; but a
number of the principal wheat-pro
ducing counties show some improve
ment over June 1 report. The condi
tion of wheat on July 1 for the State
at large was 86 per cent, of a normal,
which is the same as one month ago,
and indicates an average yield of 17.6
bushels per acre, and a total produc
tion of 27,564,000 bushels. The crop
last year was estimated at 29,190,000
bushels. The average yearly produc
tion for the last five years was 26,319,780 bushelss.
R Y E — Condition of rye is 93 per
cent, of normal which is an improve
ment of 1 per cent, from last month.
Present forecast indicates an average
yield of 17.2 bushels per acre, and a
total production of 4,027,000 bushels.
The crop last year was estimated at
3,865,877 bushels, and the average
yearly yield during the last five years
was 4,456,000 bushels.
OATS—Weather has been favorable
and oats have advanced 5 per cent,
during the past month. Condition on
July 1 was 95 per cent, of a normal
yield of 34.7 bushels per acre, and a
total yield of 34.7 bushels per acre,
and a total production of 40,000,000
bushels. The crop last year was esti
mated at 35,015,000 bushels and the
average for the past five .years was
38,717,000 bushels.
CORN—The area planted this year
is estimated at 1,476,840 acres, which
is 96 per cent, of last year’s acreage.
The condition of the crop on July 1
was 85 per cent, and indicates an av
erage yield of 40 bushels per acre,
and a total production of 59,073,000
bushels. The crop last year was esti
mated at 70,086,000 bushels, and the
average yield for the last five years
was 61,599,525 bushels.
H A Y — Condition of meadows and
prospect for hay is estimated at 85
per cent, of a normal, or 1,40 tons per
acre, compared with 1.41 to n s. per
acre last year. If the acreage har
vested this year is as large as last, the
total crop will approximate 4,188,000
tons as compared with 4,219,415 tons
tst year. The average for the past
ve years was 4,394,400 tons.
POTATOES—The area planted to
otatoes is estimated at 239,920 acres,
•hich is approximately 95 per cent.
E last year’s acreage. The condition
n July 1 was 94 per cent, and foreists an average yield of 92 bushels
er acre, and a total production of
2,072,600 bushels. The crop last year
as estimated at 26,000,000 bushels,
nd the average for the last five years
■as 24,090,00 bushels.
TOBACCO—The area planted this,
pring is estimated at 89,415 acres,
■hich is 95 per cent, of the area plantI last year. Condition placed at 91
er cent, and indicates an average
ield of 1,374 pounds per acre, ahd a
>tal production of 54,156,000 pounds,
he crop last year was estimated at
3,767,990 pounds, and the average
>r the last five years was 50,812,000
ounds.
BEANS—The area planted to field
r dry beans is estimated at 20,600
cres, which is 92 per cent, of the
creage of last year.
MAJOR HUNT MUST ANSWER
FOR BERGDÔLL1S ESCAPE.
New York, July 19—Major J. E.
Hunt, commandant of the Disciplinary
Barracks at Governor’s Island, and
êwo sergeants will be put on trial as
a consequence of thé escape of Grover
C. Bergdoll, convicted deserter. Berg-,
doll got away on May 20 and still is at
large. He was serving a five-year
sentence at Castle William.
The two “non-coms” are Sergeants
York and O’Hara. They were Bergdoll’s guards when he was allowed to
depart from his prison to go after a
sum of money he claimed to have hid
den in Maryland while a fugitive from
justice before his arrest and trial. The
court-martial has been summoned by
Major General Robert L. Bullard, in
command of the Department of the
East. It will be organized from okcers on the Island.
The Federal grand jury which a
month after Bergdoll’s escape in
quired into the circumstances sur
rounding it, included in its findings
recommendations of court-martial for
Major Hunt, York and O’Hara. In
dictments were returned by the jury
against two Bergdoll brothers and
Mrs. Bergdoll; James F. Romig, for
mer Magistrate in Philadelphia and
confidant of the family; Eugene
Stecher, who drove Bergdoll’s car
When he fled; Alfred S. Mitchell, who
is said to have provided a car .for the
escape of Erwin Bergdoll, one of the
brothers, and Harry Shuh, former
bookkeeper in the Bergdoll brewery.
The grand jury also censured D.
Clarence Gibboney, of .Philadelphia;
Samuel T. Ansell and Edward S. Bail
ey, Bergdoll’s Washington counsel, for
“gross carelessness in connection with
the episode.”
The expedition in the course of
which Bergdoll made his escape was
sanctioned by Adjutant General Har
ris, who said he felt he was dealing
with honorable men when Colonel An
sell and Colonel Bailey asked him to
permit Bergdoll to undertake the trip.
Details of the arrangements, said
General Harris, were left to Major
Hunt. At the time of the escape, Ma
jor Hunt told a reporter that orders
had been given covering every fore
seeable contingency.
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS IN
PENNSYLVANIA.
Harrisburg, Pa., July 21.—Indus
trial accidents killed 1,297 Pennsyl
vania workers during the first six
months of this year, according to
figures announced to-day by Clifford
B. Connelley, Commissioner of the
Department of Labor and Industry.
During the same period, 85,540 per
sons were injured in the industries of
this State.
Since January 1, Pennsylvania
workmen lost 359 eyes, at a work
men’s compensation cost of $484.952.
During the first half of 1920, the fol
lowing losses of limbs were suffered
at the compensation cost indicated :
162 hands, at $288,945; 72 feet, at
$108,350; 34 arms, at $70,731, and 48
legs, at $92,664.
The Workmen’s Compensation Bu
reau, so far this year, has paid com
pensation awards totalling $3,404,435.
In June, industrial accidents injured
I 14,994 workers, and 242 of them died
as a result of their hurts. The record
of disabling acidents for June is ap
proximately 1,400 more than during
I May.

STENOGRAPHER SUED BECAUSE

J> U B L IC S A L E O P 8 C A BLO A D S OP

SHE QUIT JOB.

F R E S H COW S i

Pittsburgh, July 19.—Annoyed be
cause Miss Ruth Porter Hopkins, his
stenographer, quit her position with
out giving notice, Attorney William
K. Johnson stopped payment on a
check of $44 given her in payment of
wages and entered suit against the
young woman for $25, the amount he
claims to have lost when compelled
to remain at his office until he could
engage another typist. The mix-up
believed to be the first of its kind in
Pennsylvania, has resulted in counter
suits between thé aggrieved attorney
and his pretty young stenographer.
Johnson alleges that he had a verb
al contract with Miss Hopkins to the
effect that should either of them de
cide to conclude their business rela
tions, two weeks’ notice^ should be
given, but when he went to his office
on July 6, he found a note from Miss
Hopkins announcing that she had re
signed her position, effective imme
diately. A check had been given Miss
Hopkins on July 2, for salary. John
son attempted to stop payment on
this check, but it had been cashed.
However, Miss Hopkins was forced
to return the money. Thereupon she
filed a suit against Johnson for the
$44, and Johnson brought suit against
her for $255.
Alderman Riley, who heard the
cases, awarded Miss Hopkins $36, shse
having been overpaid $8,
The suit filed by Johnson against
Miss Hopkins for $255 damages was
held over for Coujjt. Johnson declared
he did not wish to deprive Miss Hop
kins of her salary, but is trying to
break up the practice of stenograph
ers quitting their employers without
notice every time they are offered an
increase in salary by some other per
son or firm.
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Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, JULY1 22, 1920, at Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, three carloads of fresh
cows—one carload from Ohio, one car
load from Centre county and one carload
of cows and shoats from Cumberland
county. The cows are the best selections
from fine stock in the localities where
they .were bought. The shoats weigh
from 40 to 100 lbfe. Also two stock bulls.
Come, farmers and dairymen, and put in
your bids. You will find just what you
want. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.
J> U B L IC SA L E O P

F R E S H COW S I
Will be sold at public sale on WED
NESDAY, JULY 28, 1920, at Otterstetter’s hotel, Limerick Square, 23 fresh
and springer cows direct from the farms
of Lebanon county. These are excep
tionally fine cows, the lot including
extra heavy Holsteins and Durhams that
will adorn any herd anywhere. All to be
sold on commission for the high dollar.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
F. H. PETERMAN.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.
J3 U B L IC SA L E O F 30

F R E S H COW S I

R E P O R T O P T H E C O N D IT IO N

Of the Collegeville National Bank, at Col
legeville, in the State of Pennsylvania, at the
close of business on June 30, 1930.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts * ................
$363,373.84
U. S. bonds deposited to secure, circu
lation (par value) . . . $50,000.00'
Owned and unpledged . . 82,611.40
Total U. S. Government securities— 13^,611.40
Securities other than U. S.
bonds (not including
stocks) owned and un
pledged) .......................163,910.77
Total bonds, securities etc., other
than U. S......................................... 163,910.77
Stock of Federal Reserve bank (50 per
cent, of subscription) . ....................
2,550.00
Equity in banking house . . . o . .
9,006.00
Furniture and fixtures . . . . . . . .
5,000.00
law ful reserve with Federal Reserve
Bank ............................................. 35,906.02
Cash in vault and net amounts due
from national b a n k s ........................54,171.72
Net amounts due from banks, bankers
and trust companies in the United
States (other than included in Items
12, 13, or 1 4 ) .........................
2,180.67
Total of items 13, 14,15, 16
and 17 . .......................$56,352-39
Checks on banks located outside of city
or town of reporting bank and
other cash items.............■ ..............
441.54
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
and due from U. S. Treasurer. . . 2,500.00
T o t a l .....................
$771,645.96
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid i n ................. 50,000.00
Surplus f u n d ...................
35,000.00
Undivided profits. . . . . $16,454.74
Less current expenses, interest and
taxes paid . . . . . . . . .
o — 16,454.74
Interest and discount collected or
credited; in advance of maturity
and not earned (approximate) . . .
1,987.28
Circulating notes outstanding . . . 48,600.00
Cashier’s checks on own bank out
standing . . .
128.33
Total or items 29, 30. 31, 32
and 3 3 ................................$128.33
Individual deposits subject to check 279.553.50
Dividends unpaid
- 1,500.00
Total of demand deposits, other
than hapk deposits, subject to re
serve ...................................$381,053.50
Certificates of deposit (other than for
money borrpwea)............................. m ,47463
Other time deposits......................... . 226,947.48
Total of time deposits subject to re- 4
serve. ...............................$338,422.11

Total ................................
$771,645.96
*Of the.total loans and discounts shown above,
the amount on which interest and discount was
charged at rates in excess of those permitted by
law (Sec. 5197, Rev. Stat.) (exclusive of notes
upon which total charge not to exceed 50 cents
was made) was none. The number of such
loans was none.
State of Pennsylvania, County of Montgom
ery, ss.
I, W. jp. Renninger, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
A C C O U N T O P GEO . J . H A L L M A N
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this
TREASURER, UPPER PROVIOENCK U F E O I A L N O T IC E T O H Q B S E
SCHOOL BOARD FOR THE YEAR END O B R E E D E R S , — Pedigreed P eroberon 7th day of July, 1920.
F. W. SCHEUREN,
ING JUDY 5, 1920Stallion, M E D IU M . R e g istry No. 66868,
Notary Public.
RECEIPTS :
j M l P e re b ero n
Society of A m erica,
My commission expires May 29,1921.
License No. 160. G ray. IT bands;
Duplicate.......................................... $>5478
85
Correct—Attest:
Penalties added...................
l29 °9 U ^ ^ w i t o n w eight. T erm s, |6 00a t service,
M. B. SCHRACK,
J 0 O * v |io .o o a t b irth .
B reeders should use th e b est sire a v ail
JOHN U. FRANCIS, JR.,
$15607 94
able.
L
ook
a
t
th
is
one.
H
e
Is
a
g
re
at
JOHN
D. FRANTZ,
Less exonerations
399 25
Directors.
horse.
WM.
KOLB,
JR
.,
Net duplicate ............................................ I 52°8 69
8-24
P
o
rt
P
rovidence.
Pa.
Refund . . . : ...................................
« 1 00
R E P O R T OF A L L E N E . BO RTZ,
State appropriation...................
2801 30
Excess salary appropriation. . . . . .
118125
TREASURER, BOARD QF UdRECTQRS
Commencement invitations. . . . . .
24° LOST.— A gold bar breastpin with
Received on brickyard lie n .............
288
00 three diamonds; thought to be lost on COLLEGEVILLE SiCHCKW* DISTRICT, COLInterest on deposits.......................
30
00
Sale of material.............................
2
5° Glenwood grounds. A liberal reward L E G E V IL L & ?A.
GENERAL f u n d
Money borrowed •
7740 00 will be given if brought to the office of
RECEIPTS
Fines collected
35oo 7-22
THE
INDEPENDENT.
Balance 1919
_____ 01
Balance 1918-1919 . . . ................... $
404 07
Penalties . . ...............................
28 52
$27^96 83
Tax duplicate...................... $4,345.14
WANTED, — Old furniture, carpets, Exonerations . . . . . . . .
e x p e n d it u r e s t
4,179 64
High School appropriation
560 oq
and stoves. Highest prices paid.
Teachers’ s a la rie s .........................
.$11558 2?
m f e appropriation
786 85
J. SIEGEL & SONS,
Institute
M
. . ..........................
2® o 00
Tuition
a,066 63
126.28 Bridge St., Phcenixville, Pa. tempprary loan*
Repairs . . . . . . . . . . f •• > • ? •
*40239
5,000 00
Enumerator . .........................
6° 00 6-j 4-?m
Bell ’phone fijfi-w
State appropriation on Teachers sal
Oiling flo o r s ...................................*• .
Ï5 00
aries ................................ . . . . .
765 00
Cleaning Schoolhouses................... ... •
97 5°
Interest on deposits.............................
8 60
Insurance . , ' ' .............................
64
50
WANTED.
—
A
young
woman
to
do
F u el................................................... 1140
46 general housework. Apply to
$ 13,799 31
Labor ..................................
25 60
EXPENDITURES
MRS. E. HAAS,
Lumber ................................................
47 77
Temporary loan carried over from
Carting, freight and postage . . . . . .
19 36
East Fifth Avenue,
last year
1,300 00
Floor oil . ...................
28 30 7-8-2t
" Collegeville, Pa, Teachers’
s a l a r i e s 6,010 74
Filing statement
1 00
Institute
140 00
Attended Directors’ convention . . . ,
3 74
salasy and cleaning building
398 35
P r in tin g .........................
59 00
WANTED.—Man or large boy wanted janitor’s
Township refunds on overpaid tuition
9 19
Books ................................................... 457 34
529 29
Treasurer’s s à la r y ..................
125 00 to work in blanket' cleaning works dur Books and supplies.............................
754 46
Secretary’s s a la r y .....................
125 00 ing vacation or longer. Light, clean, Fuel ...................................................
E le c tr ic ity .........................
51 24
S u p p lie s .........................................
432
99
Audit . . , ...................
6 00 inside work. Can earn good wages piece Teachers’ retirement dues paid to
S t a t e ............................................
81 90
Heater .........................................
228 00 work. Apply to
Paid off on temporary loans . . . . .
2,250 00
Commencement expenses . . . . . . .
32 53
GEO. WOELFEL,
tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142 31
Janitor, Mont Clare
79 00
Yerkes, Pa, State
Ï203 75 7-8-31
1400
Land b o u g h t..................
Fumigation .......................................
Interest and revenue .............................
68 $3
interest oh leans ................................
93 76
T uition..................
2087 46
19 00
printing................................................
82 63
FOR SALE.— Sorrel horse, 6 years Fire insurance . .............................
Commission tax collector
774 $3
18 55
Teachers’ Retirement Fund . . . . . .
284 92 old, weighs 1250 pounds, sound and good T e le p h o n e ................................
Loans re p a id ............................................. 7597 00
Gas . . . ................... ...
6 86
Freight and express . . . . . . . . .
10 25
35 worker and driver. Apply to
Balance on h a n d ................... ...............
Prayage ................................................
8 75
CHARLES MURKEY,
$27296 83 7-i 5-3t
144 92
.
Yerkes, Pa, Miscellaneous......................................
School furniture
289 59
ASSETS :
Window stripping
135 ®o
July 5,1920.
to building and heaters, etc.
371 73
FOR SALE.—Large kitchen.range in Repairs
Qmcers’ salaries:
Réal Estate . . . .................................... $18000 00 first-class condition. Apply at
Enumerator . . . . , , $ 12.00
Personal Property..................
75° 00
S o lic ito r......................... 10.00
, A. K. HUNSICKER’S,
$18750 00 7-8
Secretary......................... 50.00
Near Perkiomen Bridge.
Treasurer
..................... 25.00
LIABILITIES :
Auditors ..........................
6.00
Bank Loan .............................................$ 3535 00
Tax
collectors................125.00—
228^ 00
FOR SALE.—A Ford Sedan in fine Temporary loan for Sinking Fund . .
Unpaid bills as reported by Ex-Secreno 00
tary S. H. Yocum.......................
275
00 condition and practically as good as new. Balance on hand ................................
698 79
$ 3810 00
7-22

J. R. DAVIS
JOS. SHRAWDER
Auditors.

The Reading — Philadelphia
and Reading Railway

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, JULY 29, at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel, 30 fresh cows—20 from Ohio and
10 from Pennsylvania—aM having su
perior milk and butter qualities. Come
all and put in your bids. Sale at two
o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.

Apply to
y-S-jt

MRS. W. P. FENTON,
Collegeville, Pa.

FOR SALE. — Canopy cook stove in
good order, excellent parlor heater, and
Quick Meal coal oil stove in first-class
condition. Apply to
CLAYTON MILLER,
7-8-3t
Trappe, Pa,
FOR SALE. — Powdered buttermilk
fed to pigs and chickens will produce
more profit. It will not spoil. For sale
by
LANDES BROS., _
6-24-tf
_
Yerkes, Pa.

16 - DÄY EXCURSION
TO

OCEAN BROTE
Asbury Park
or Long Branch
ON

FOR SALE.—A 4 b. p. gasolene en
gine in excellent condition. Can be seen
in operation every Wednesday between
10 and 11.30 a. m. This is a high-grade
engine and it will be sold at a bargain.
INDEPENDENT OFFICE,
Collegeville, Pa.

FOR SALE. — SEMI-SOLID BUT
TERMILK. Selling for cash at 5 cents
per lb. barrel lots ; 6 cents per lb. small
lots, buyer furnishing receptacle. Great
for chicks. BABY CHICKS—To insure
safe start buy Pratt’s Baby .Chick starter
or Blatchford’s Milk Mash. Then follow
with Schumacher or Ful-O-Pep Chick
FARE
Feed.
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
$5.20
3-25
5.50 Bell, 87. Keystone, 43.

Tuesday, August 24

Reading
- Allentown via. Perk. R. R.
Pennsburg - - , - 4.80
Barto - - - - - 5.00
Collegeville,
- 4. 20Pottstown
- . . .
-4.55
Royersford 4.50
Byers 4.50
PhoenxviiHe
. . . .
4.50
Proportionate fares from principal in
termediate stations.
War tax eight per cent, additional on
all fares.
These special excursion tickets will be
good in coaches only on any train day of
excursion to Philadelphia, thence on any
train via. Bound Brook to destination
within time limit ol ticket, but passen
gers should endeavor to reach Philadel
phia in time to take Special Through
Train Leaving Reading Terminal Aug.
24 at 2.00 p. m., arriving Long Branch
5.05 p. m., and Asbury Park—Ocean
Grove «¡.25 p. m. Tickets limited to re
turn within sixteen days.
Tickets must be presented to Ticket
Agent at destination to be validated, and
will not be honored for return passage
until validated.
Children between 5 and 12 years of age
half fare.
STOP-OFF ALLOWED at PHILA
DELPHIA going and returning within
time limit of ticket.
ASK TICKET AGENTS for full infor
mation or write D. LORAH MAUGER,
District Passenger Agent, Reading^ Pa.

ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Hettie
otherwise called Esther Hunsicker, late
of Upper Providence township, Mont
gomery county, deceased. Letters testa-,
mentary on the above estate having been
granted to the undersigned, all persons
indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those
having legal-claims to present the same
without delay to
HANNAH M. A. DONTERE,
Osks Pjj
AMY ASHENFELTER,
Royersford, R. D. No. 1
Or their attorney, E. L. Hallman, Nor
ristown, Pa.
7-22
ESTATE NOTICE.^rEstate of Cath
arine H. Detwiler, late of Perkiomen
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above estate
having been granted the Undersigned, aU
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment,
and those having legal claims to present
the same without delay to
MARY ELLEN DETWILER,
Ironbridge, Pa.
Or her attorneys, Evans, High, Dettra
and Swartz, Norristown, Pa.
7-8

Canvassers Wanted
Men or women, to sell High Grade
Ladies’ Silk Hosiery in Collegeville and
vicinity. Good commission proposition.
For particulars address THE- SUCCESS,
wholesale agents for Hosiery and Under
wear, 212-214-216 High Street, Potts
town, Pa.
7-22

More Headaches

r e relieved
1 t h glasses
th a n w ith m edicine. T his is a v e ry sim ple
rem edy b u t effective. Gome a n d see m e.

A. B. PARKER, Optometrist
aio DeKalb St., NORRISTOWN, Ps.

A chicken with one wing is a freak
in a brood owned by U. Grant Maug“Some complain that women are no
er, of Warwick, Chester county.
longer skilled in the use of the
needle.” “Well?” “But my wife can
" Needs there groan a world in angu adjust one on a graphophone much
ish just to teach us sympathy?—R. better than I can.”—Louisville Cour
Browning.
ier-Journal.

Total.........................................$ 13,799 31
ASSETS
School building and lo t...................... $ 32,000 00
3,450 00
School equipment................................
Outstanding tuition ..........................

$ 35,450 oo
909 00
$ 36,359 00

LIABILITIES
Four per cent, bonds outstanding . . $ 16,000 00
Temporary loans......................
3,7Qo 00
$ 19,700 00
SINKING FUND
RECEIPTS
Balance 1918-1919.
Taxes collected................\ ..............
Loan from General.............................
Interest.............................
. . . . .

COLLEGEVILLE

NATIONALBiffi
Make hay while the
sun is shining. Save
your money now.
Start a bank account
with the

On Its Third Week Without a
Weak Spot in the Selections

Weitzenkorri’s

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
We pay 3 per cent, interest in our
Savings Department or Certificates of
Deposit. 3 Y2 per cent, if left one year.
’Phone 1136

CLEARANCE SALE

Open Evenings

All Makes — Bought— Sold —Repaired.
Rebuilding Our Specialty.

¥

Now is the time to buy men’s and boys’ clothing.
This stock is as fresh and sweet to-day as it was

on the day we started. New summer suits, hats, and
shirts that were delayed in transit are arriving j'ust in
time to meet the axe—we are sparing nothing.
It behooves every man to look into his wardrobe
this week—and act on this wonderful opportunity.
The Norristown Typewriter Co.

This sale is for a limited time only.

215 East Main St., Norristown, Pa.

M EN’S $25 to $35 SUITS $18.66 and $24.66

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

MENS $50 and $60 SUITS $36.66 and $44.66
Boy’s clothes, men’s underwear, khaki pants,

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

straw hats, silk shirts and everything else in the store
INCORPORATED MAY

18, 1871

has been reduced.

$16,000,000 INSURANCE
IN FORCE
In su res A gain st
Fire an d Storm
O FFIC E

COMPANY:
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTERO LF, Seèretary.
B. W. DAMBLY, Pres., Skippack.
of

^ /A .ry /A ^ /A

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S
Pottstown, Pa.
NO CAR FARE PAID DURING “ 66 ” SALE.

IF O 3rL _

GOOD IGE G R E A M
AT 45 CENTS PER QUART
GO TO

G o o r l a n d ’s
EVANSBURG, PA.
20 and 10 c. cigarettes cut to 18 and 9c.
All 10 c. tobaccos cut to 9c.

B F E D A N ’S

NYCE’S SPRING SHOES !
Come and take a look at Nyce’s Spring Foot Wear :
Ladies’ Tan Oxfords, medium heel and narrow toe. Ladies’ Dull
and Patent Pumps, high and low heel. Ladies’ Kid Oxfords, for the
middle-aged person, with good heels and toes, and Nurse Oxfords.
Young men, I have for you Tan and Black English Shoes and Low
Shoes. Also the Broader Toe in Tan and Black Shoes and Low Shoes.
Remember, Ladies and Gentlemen, my prices are always right.

I CE C R E A M

H. L. NYCE

FOR SAUE AT

BECKMAN’S HOTEL
6-24-2m .

«

12 EAST MAIN STREET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

TRAPPE, PA.

L a d ie s ’ a n d M e n ’s

SHI HOSE-SPECIAL VALUES
EXTRA FINE QUALITY.

304
1,051 71
no 00
9 31
$

Full line of Ladies’ Children’s and
'Men’s' Furnishings and Shoes.'

1,174 °6

EXPENDITURES
Interest on bonds................................$
670 00
Bond paid o f f ............................
500 00
Balance on h a n d ...................... ...
4 06
$ i,i 74 06
We, the auditors of the Borough of College
ville, beg leave to report that we have audited
the accounts of the Treasurer of the Collegeville
School District and found same to be correct.
F. W. SCHEUREN,
W. R. LANDES,
ROBERT K. MOYER,
7‘ i 5
Auditors.

1920

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
County Taxes
In pursuance to an act of Assembly
approved March 17, 1868, and supple
mentary acts thereto, the Treasurer
of Montgomery County will meet the
taxpayers of said county a t the follow
ing named places and time for the
purpose of receiving the county and
state taxes for the year 1920 assessed
in their respective districts, viz:
Taxes will be received at the County
Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, from
June 2nd to September 15th, from 9 a.
m. to 3 p. m.
County Rate, 2 mills.
State Rate, 4 mills.
County and State Taxes are assess
ed during the month of September,
and are payable a t the County Treas
urer’s Office from June 1st to Sep
tember 15th inclusive.
Corespondence to receive attention
must be accompanied with postage
for reply. Location of each prop
erty and number of properties, with
name of Borough, and number of
Ward, must be DEFINITELY given.
No statements will be sent out af
ter September 10th.
There is no abatement from these
taxes. After September 15th, they are
placed in the hands of delinquent
collectors, when 5. per cent, will be
added.
All delinquent taxes must be paid
to the Collectors on, or before, De
cember 31st, 1920.
IRVIN H. BARDMAN,
County Treasurer.
Treasurer of Montgomery Co., Pa.,
Treasurer’s Office.
Norristown, Pa., May, 1920.

Fresh F ruit Every Day !
Our goods are guaranteed. Prices low.

TONY De ANGELES
. Collegeville, Pa.

EYE TALKS

Eyeglasses
Are preferred by many to spectacles
because of their greater convenience
and better looks.

R ig h t ly P itte d
They possess many advantages, but
but the successful fitting of , eye
glasses requires special skill and care
as well as a large assortment of
mountings to select from.

Our Facilities for Doing This
Work Are Unsurpassed.
We will not allow an ill-fitting
pair of eyeglasses to leave our estab
lishment.

M a in S tre e t, C o lle g e v ille , P a .
TROOPER GARAGE
Trooper, Pa.

YOST’S GARAGE
Collegeville, Pa.

GUS NEIFFER
Limerick, Pa.

WM. HARTENBAUER, Zieglersville, Pa

HAUSSMANN & GO.

W E

Optometrists and Optieians

CAN

S H IP

PHILADELPHIA SILOS

725 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BOTH PH ONES.

Philadelphia Market Report.
Wheat r ............‘ $2.76 to $2.98
Corn .........
$1.78 to $1.83
Oats .........
$1.21 to $1.29
Bran, per t o n ............$58.00 to $60.00
Baled h a y ....................$25.00 to $41.00
S te e rs...........................$13.00 to $15.00
F at c o w s ................. ,$10.00 to $11.00
Sheep and lamb . . . . $2.50 to $19.50
PIANO AND ORdAN TUNING
Hogs ....................... $14.50 to $18.00
AND REPAIRING
Live p o u ltry ........,.».
25c. to 55c.
1552 Powell St.
Norristown, Pa. Dressed p o u ltry ........
27c. to 60c.
Butter
38c. to 69c.
30c, to 61c.
Newly arrived actor—“My good Eggs
lady at the last house I stayed in the
landlady wept when I left.” Boarding
Little Boy—“What did you do in the
housekeeper—“Oh, indeed! Well, I great war, daddy?” Father—“I had
don’t intend to, so I want my money to nurse you while your mother sold
in advance.”—London Mail.
flags.”—Edinburgh Scotsman.

I. K. H A- I IsTES

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co,

IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
Save your Corn Crop and Expensive
Feed. More Milk==Better Cows.

FACTORY

-

-

-

NORRISTOWN, PA.

E. F. SCHLICHTER COMPANY, 10 South Eighteenth S t
P H IL A D E L P H IA , P E N N A .
JU L IA S T . G R A T E R ,

p A A C P . RHOADES

W HOLESALE

R E A L E ST A T E AGENT

Feed, Hay, Crushed Stone,

COI,LE(JK V IIiLE, PA.
If you w a n t to sell y onr p ro p e rty , have It
p ro m p tly listed. A ddress, care of OolleSe
ville Bunk,
3-25

Brick, &c.
4-8-6m

Our sympathy is cold to the relation
GRATERFORD, PA. of distant misery.—Gibbon.

